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Executive Summary
The Department of Forest Resource Management under the Ministry of Natural Resources and
Environment has operated the “Integrated Nature Conservation and Sustainable Resource
Management in the HNN Region Project” which is a project supported by the German Federal
Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development and implemented by GIZ in cooperation with
IP-Consult. The goal of the project is to improve the economic and social living conditions of the
poor rural population through sustainable co-management of HNN NPA. One important objective
of the project is to improve capacity of HNN NPA staff, in particular the staff at the Khammouane
provincial Forest Resource Management Section (PFRMS) and the Boualapha District Office of
Natural Resource and Environment, especially the Forest Water Resource Unit (FWRU). This
capacity assessment forms the basis for the capacity development of organizations.
The study aimed to assess the capacity and the training need of the Khammouane PFRMS and
the FWRU under the Boualapha DoNRE, to assess the needs of staff using the methodology
developed by ASEAN Regional Centre for Biodiversity i.e. competence standards for protected
area jobs in South East Asia (Appleton et al, 2003) which was also translated into Lao language
for this purpose. Furthermore the study aimed to analyse the cooperation of HNN NPA
managements’ stakeholders at the district level, to draft TORs of the HNN NPA management subunits and to prepare the capacity development action plan.
Primary data were collected by group discussions with the head and deputy head of the
Khammouane PFRMS, the Boualapha DoNRE, and the FWRU under the Boualapha DoNRE and
by interviewing their staffs and the project experts. Head, deputy head, project experts and related
staff were also requested to rank and score the competences and skills from ASEAN standard for
protected area management.
The result of the institutional analysis indicates that the capacity of the Khammouane PFRMS and
the FWRU under the DoNRE is relatively weak for the effective management of protection and
conservation forests within the province and district, respectively. Likewise, the capacity of the
HNN NPA management unit under the Khammouane PFRMS is also very weak. Besides that, the
staff at this unit is very young with limiting working experience. Additionally, some of them are at
the FWRU under the DoNRE and some at the Khammouane FRMS. This causes sometime the
difficulties for organizing teamwork in the field. The HNN NPA management unit, which has
recently been established, still has no clear terms of references and lack necessary office and field
equipment.
The assessment of preferences of staff and project experts on competences for PA management
based on ASEAN standard reveals that the staffs at HNN NPA management unit under PFRMS,
staff at FWRMU under DoNRE and project experts have different preferences. This is probably
dependent on their working experience and understanding. Generally, the top five competences
preferred by staff and project experts are 1) sustainable development and communities, 2)
technology and information, 3) communication, 4) protected area policy, planning and
management and 5) awareness, education and public relationship. The preferences of staff on the
competences for six sub-units under the HNN NPA management unit are also different. This is
strongly associated with the main tasks of each sub-unit.
The need assessment of staff on skills for PA management based on ASEAN standard also shows
the differences of skills needed by staff. The reasons for that are different tasks among the subunits.
Following recommendation are:
1)

it is necessary to build the capacity of the HNN NPA management unit
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as well as the FWRU under the DoNRE. A capacity development plan should be prepared and
obtain approved by the PFRMS and the PoNRE. Short-term training based on the need and
preferences on competence and skills for PA management should urgently be provided for the
staff at these two units. More qualified staff for HNN NPA management unit should be employed.
However, it is very difficult for the unit to receive staff employed by the government. The GIZ
implemented project should provide support and training for GoL staff. Necessary equipment and
vehicle may be provided because the amount of equipment is rather limited.
2).
it is necessary to get the TOR of the HNN NPA management unit approved by the PFRMS
and the PoNRE.
3). It is necessary to develop mechanism for the engagement of stakeholders in the HNN NPA
management.
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Introduction
1.1. Background
The Hin Nam No protected area is located entirely within the Boualapha District, Khammouane
Province. It covers an area of 82,000 ha, lying along latitude 17 15’-17 40’ N and longitude
105 43’-105 09’E (DoF 2010)1. Together with Phong Nha-Ke Bang Natural World Heritage site
in Vietnam the Hin Nam No protected area forms one of the largest continuous limestone
ecosystems in SE Asia. It has a high biodiversity importance partly due to its unique location
where the Central Indochinese Limestone meets the Annamite Chain. (WWF 1999)2. The
biodiversity values of t he Hin Nam No NPA are especially high. The area is t he hom e to
primates, limestone plants and bird species. T h e Hin Nam No NPA contains unique
landscapes and wildlife habitats, some globally threatened species of wildlife (DoF 2010).
Due to its nationally and internationally important values, the Lao government has announced
the establishment of the Hin Nam No protected area as the national protected area in 1993 by
the PM’s decree No 164. Until 2011, the MAF was responsible for the management of the
protection and conservation forests in the country, and since 2012, the responsibilities for the
management of the protection and conservation forests have been transferred to the new
Ministry of Natural Resource and Environment (MONRE). At the central level the Department of
Forest Resource Management (DFRM) plays the roles and functions of the MONRE’s
secretariat body in sustainable management of the protection and conservation forests in the
country. The Forest Resource Management section (PFRMS) under the Provincial Office of
Natural Resource and Environment (PoNRE) is responsible for the sustainable management of
the protection and conservation forests at provincial level, while the Forest Resource and Water
Management unit (FRWMU) under the District Office of Natural Resource and Environment
(DoNRE) is in charge with the sustainable management of the protection and conservation
forests at the district level.
In 2011, the department of forestry (DoF) under MAF operated the “Integrated Nature
Conservation and Sustainable Resource Management in the HNN Region Project” which is a
project supported by the German Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development
and implemented by GIZ in cooperation with IP-Consult. With the establishment of MONRE, the
department of forest resources management implements the project since 2012. The goal of the
project is to improve the economic and social living conditions of the poor rural population
through sustainable collaborative management of HNN NPA. One important objective of the
project is to improve capacity of HNN NPA staff, in particular the staff at the PFRMS of PoNRE
and DoNRE. This capacity assessment forms the basis for the capacity development of
organizations.

1

DoF 2010Hin Namno Protected Area Co-Management Plan

2

WWF 1999: A wildlife and habitat survey of HinNamno NBCA and adjacent areas, Khammouane Province, Lao
PDR. Biodiversity Survey Report 1
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1.2. Objectives
The study has the following specific objectives:
1. To assess the needs of staff on competences and skills on ASEAN standards for
protected area management
2. To analyse the cooperation of stakeholders particular at the district level
3. To draft TORs of the HNN NPA sub-units
4. To assess the capacity and the training need of the PFRMS under PoNRE and
the Forest and Water Resource unit under DoNRE.
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2. Methodology
The study applied interviews to collect primary data at provincial and district levels. Group
discussion with the head and deputy head of the Khammouane PFRMS and the DoNRE were
conducted, and staffs at these organizations were individually interviewed. The focus of the
discussion was to collect data related to the institutional structure, the terms of references,
human resource, office and field equipment and cooperation with related stakeholders, while
interview of staffs concentrated on collection of data related to their qualification, main tasks, job
description, skills, and needs for equipment and training.
Besides that the head, deputy head of the Khammouane PFRMS and the DoNRE and their
staffs were asked to rank the 17 categories of the competences from the ASEAN standard for
sustainable management of the protected area by scoring to find out the most relevant or
needed categories for management of HNN PA or for fulfilment of their main tasks. After that
they were further requested to score the skills of the 5-6 most needed competences for the
management of the HNN PA. Additionally, the national and international experts of the project
were also asked to rank the same competences, and to score skills of the most needed
competences. Totally, 12 staffs, three national experts and two international experts were
requested to rank the competences and score the skills of most needed competences.
To assess the cooperation with stakeholders related to the management of HNN PA,
discussions with representatives of Boualapha District office of Agriculture and Forestry,
Tourism and Women Union were held.
To assess the training need the team interviewed and requested during the second field data
collection 14 staff of six sub-units under the HNN PA management unit to score the most
needed skills of the most needed categories of competence based the ASEAN standard for
sustainable management of the protected area. Additionally, two international experts, the head
of the PFRMS and one deputy director of the Khammnouane PoNRE in charge for the HNN
NPA management were asked to provide their ideas on what they want the staff of six sub-units
to be trained by scoring the skills of the first to third occupational levels for protected areas staff.
The head of the PFRMS and one deputy director of the Khammnouane PoNRE in charge for the
HNN NPA management were also requested to provide the information on their training need by
scoring the skills of the fourth and fifth occupational levels for protected areas staff.
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3. Main Results
3.1. Institutional Analysis
3.1.1. Khammouane Provincial Forest Resource Management Section
In 2011 a new decree was issued by the Prime Minister, on the establishment and operation of
the new Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (MoNRE), which is responsible for
Conservation and Protection Forests. At the Provincial level, the Department of Natural
Resources and Environment is a leading organization in terms of natural resource management.
This department performs as secretariat role for the Department of Forest Resource
Management, under the auspice of MoNRE.
One section under controlling of the Provincial Natural Resources and Environment Department
(PoNRE) is the Provincial Forest Resource Management Office or Section. This office is mainly
responsible for the forest management activities focusing on Conservation and Protection
forests. The main technical line agencies stakeholders cooperating at the District level, the
Forest and Water Resource Unit (FWRU) under the District Natural Resource and Environment
Office (DoNRE) is responsible for the conservation and protection forests. In HNN NPA, a
patrolling unit has also been established at village level (Figure 1).

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (MoNRE)

Department of Forest Resource Management (DFRM)

Provincial Forest Management Office or Section (PoNRE)

District Forest and Water Resource Unit under DoNRE

Village Natural Resource and Environment Unit

Figure 1: Flowchart of Technical Line Organizations based on conservation and protection
forests from the national to local levels

However, the organisation of PoNRE is ongoing and there are still a number of unclear function
and responsibilities for both Provincial and District levels between relative stakeholders, for
example Provincial and District Agriculture and Forestry Office (PAFO and DAFO). The
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cooperation roles between these institutions at the Province and District levels are also not clear
and well-organised. Some conflicts sometimes occur amongst these organizations, especially
with regard to the Forest Inspection, check and patrolling. According to the decrees, the PAFO
and DAFO are responsible for only the forest and forest products collecting from production
forests. However, there are some gaps uncertainly when there are illegal logging of timbers
from the conservation and protection forests, and the right of inspection and check become
unclear. They are unsure to whom which responsibility belongs for monitoring, and auditing
forest products at the District and Provincial levels.
3.1.1.1.

Structure and TOR

According to the agreement of the Ministry of Natural Resource and Environment (2012), the
Provincial Forest Management Section (Office) is one of the sections under the auspice of the
Provincial Department of Natural Resources and Environment (PoNRE). And under the
Provincial Forest Management Section (Office), there are three main Working Units which have
different responsibilities and roles as shown in the Figure 2 (Phongxiong Wanneng et al. 2012).
These roles and responsibilities are based on the government rule and mechanism determined
by MoNRE in 2011. Recently, in order to set a clearer role and more specific responsibility for
each staffs and working Units in the District Natural Resource and Environment Office and
Provincial Forest Management Office based in the Hin Nam No (HNN) Co-Management Area, 6
Working Units have just been established by the Department of Natural Resources and
Environment at the Province (PoNRE). These 6 Working Units are nominated based on Hin
Nam No Co-Management Area, which is under umbrella of three main units under the Forest
Management Section (Figure 2). The Working Units are (1) information and data base, (2) PA
area management, (3) research and patrolling, (4) education and awareness, (5) ecotourism,
and (6) local livelihoods improvement units. On behalf of the German Federal Ministry of
Economic Cooperation and Development these working units have been financially and
technically supported by GIZ, an International Development Organization. The examples of the
support include some office fieldwork equipment as well as building capacity on the PA
technical fieldwork competencies and skills. However, currently, the roles and responsibilities of
the Working Units haven’t yet been formulated. One of the main results from this study will
come up with the development of the terms and references for these six working Units.
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Provincial Forest Management
Section

Protection Forest Unit

Roles:













Law and regulation dissemination
Patrolling
Main coordinators with related forestry
units
Facilitate and coordinate with NGOs
development project
Awareness raising
Law enforcement
Reforestation
Evaluation and monitoring
Forest fire protection
Livelihood improvement for villagers
Etc.

HNN PA Unit 1
Database

HNN PA Unit 2
Area management

Conservation Forest Unit

International Cooperation (GIZ)

Conservation + Protected Areas Inventory Unit

Roles:

Roles:


















Law and regulation dissemination
Patrolling
Main coordinators with related forestry
units
Facilitate and coordinate with NGOs
development project
Awareness raising
Law enforcement
Reforestation
Evaluation and monitoring
Forest fire protection
Livelihood improvement for villagers
Etc.

HNN PA Unit 3
Patrolling

HNN PA Unit 4
Awareness







Dissemination of law and regulation
Coordinate with forestry sectors
Implementing forest management
and conservation
Research for wildlife and
biodiversity
Survey of degraded forest and
rehabilitation
Survey and research
Evaluation and monitoring
Etc.

HNN PA Unit 5
Ecotourism

HNN PA Unit 6
Livelihood

Figure 2: Structure and Roles of the PFMS (Revised from Phongxiong Wanneng et al. 2012).
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3.1.1.2.

Human Resource and Qualification

According to the interview from the Head of Forest Management Section and the Deputyhead of Khammouane Provincial Natural Resource and Environment Department, the total
staffs working at the Forest Management Section are 37 people. This figure includes both
administrative and technical staff. The staff who are working more or less fulltime based on
Hin Nam No PA are 18 people. This implies that the number of staffs in this section is
insufficient, in order to work effectively in such tremendous areas of provincial conservation
and protection areas. In Khammouane Province, there are over 7 areas of conversations and
protections. According to the general national principle of protection forest management, one
protection forest area should have a minimum number of 20 staffs for the forest
management. Therefore, in order to meet this criterion, the Forest Management Section in
Khammoune should employ staffs of about 140 people. This is in order to have a successful
and better forest management in the future.
Based on the previous study, overall, the staffs are likely to have sufficient and suitable
qualification in general forestry knowledge and skills. The figure 3 showed that 13 staffs were
interviewed and over 60 Percent of the staffs in the Provincial Forest Management Section
hold diploma. The staffs holding bachelor degrees account for 15 Percent of the total
respondents. Furthermore, only 7 Percent of staff achieved vocational education. It is
noticeable that, at the present, there are no staffs with M.sc or higher degree qualification in
the Section, but there are about two staffs are under taking their M.sc study in forestry
courses in Thailand and expected to finish the courses soon (Phongxiong Wanneng et al.
2012). It was also observed that over 70% of the staffs who are working based on 6 Units for
Hin Nam No PA are voluntary staffs. Even thought, they are holding their diploma
qualifications, but they are relatively young and lacking of working experiences. Mostly the 6
Units staffs graduated for their diplomas not longer than 3 years ago. In addition, very few
senior staffs are working at fieldworks. Those staffs, who have more experiences, are mostly
the head and working for administrative work in the office. Very few senior staffs have their
qualification in forestry. Therefore, the leading position in the organization is responsible
mainly on political issues rather than the technical works.

Staffs qualifications
1

2

On studying M.Sc.

B.Sc.
2

Diploma
Vocational

8
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Figure 3: Staff’s qualifications in the Provincial Forest Management Section

3.1.1.3.

Budget and Equipment

(1) Existing budget and equipment
Even though some budgets and equipment were previously provided by the Lao government
and GIZ International Development Organization based in Khammouane Province, there are
still highly demand of equipment and budget in the Section for the management of HNN PA
Working Units, especially equipment and budget required for tackling illegal logging and
wildlife patrolling. These fund and equipment are also required for supporting Eco-tourism
Unit in the PA area and improving for local livelihood as well as strengthening capacity of
Provincial, and District staffs, especially for building up some technical terms of PA fieldwork,
forest resources and biodiversity conservation management at the site.
Some office facilities and fieldwork equipment are currently available for the Provincial Forest
Management Section. These facilities have been provided by both the Provincial Department
of Natural and Environment and GIZ International Development Organization (Table 1).
Table 1: Existing Office and Fieldwork Equipment at PFRMS
No
1
2
3
4
5
7
8
9

Office and fieldwork equipment
Car
Motorbike
Desktop computer
Printer
GPS
Compass
Tape-measure
Hin Nam No Office including full
furnishings at Boualapha District

Amount
2
8
2
2
2
2
4
1

Supporting Organization
Gov1 and GIZ 1
Gov 2 and GIZ 6
Gov 1 and GIZ 1
Gov 1 and GIZ 1
Lao government and GIZ
Lao government and GIZ
Lao government and GIZ
Lao government and GIZ

(2) Budget and equipment needs for future PFRMS
The committee of head-Provincial Forest Management would like to have some budget to
support building signboards for the HNN PA co-management site in order to inform people
which area is not strictly accessible and which places are designated for tourism and
recreational activities or which places are used for research on forest biodiversity and wildlife.
Some signboards also need to be installed in order to inform local people where they can
collect forest food and non-timber forest products in designated areas. This activity would
need a lot of funds to support in the future. In addition, Provincial Forest Management
Section is also planning to strengthen the capacity of the local people who are the HNN PA
target groups by training and building awareness on PA education relating on forest
biodiversity and wildlife management. The Provincial Forest Management Section is also
planning to declare on PA policy, law and including punishment or fine to people who break
the law and rewarding them if they remain within the law and assist with conservation works
via conservation agreements. This activity would also need some funds and equipment
support. Furthermore, the Provincial Forest Section is aiming to conduct baseline survey for
wildlife and biodiversity plants at the HNN PA. These activities would highly require some
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fieldwork equipment such as GPS, maps, computers, and tape-measure and as well as some
fund support for this fieldwork.
3.1.1.4.

Method (Systems, procedures and reporting)

In general, the working methods implemented in the Provincial Forest Management are the
mixes of top down and bottom up approach, which depend on the situation. The head of
Provincial Forest Management Section supervises all general and specific activities relating
to forestry in the organization including short and long terms forestry plans in the Provincial
level. Each sub head units existing under the main organization has two main roles: 1)
general political issue report in the Unit and, 2). Technical issues and activities responding in
the units including: Monthly and Yearly plan and activities, fieldwork reporting and planning.
Since the Lao working system is hierarchical in nature, and this is not exceptional for all
sections under the Provincial Office for Natural Resource and Environment. The analysis
shows that there are relatively good communications between sections under PoNRE as well
as DoNRE at the District level. However, the communication between PAFO (POFI and PFS)
and PoNRE are not well organised because of lacking permanent cooperation system and
structure. Even in general, the responsibility for the conversation and protection forests is
mainly assigned to the Provincial Natural Resources and Environment Department and
following with the Provincial Forest Management Section and District Natural Resource and
Environment, but in practical terms, there are still some complex and uncertain working
issues between the PoNRE and PAFO for forest resources checking and inspecting. PoNRE
has just established and the forestry law hasn’t been updated yet for its right and role in
terms of forest resources checking and inspecting.

3.1.2. District Office of Natural Resources and Environment
3.1.2.1.

Structure and TOR

Boualpha DoNRE has a responsibility to perform an executive, regulatory and advisory role
for the PoNRE and the District Administration Office in the development and implementation
of various programs, plans, regulations, orders, instructions and guidelines related to
Conservation Forests and Protection Forest.
At the technical line, DoNRE is under umbrella of PoNRE3. More precisely, the function of the
DoNRE is to ensure the proper implementation of plans elaborated by the province (PoNRE).
By contrast, at the province level, PoNRE has responsibility to oversee and supervise the
implementation at the District level are aligned with actual frame conditions, especially
technical approaches and available budgets as well as central and provincial policies and
development strategies, which cannot be done by the district level.
Boualapha DoNRE is technically divided into 7 units (Figure 4) according to the decision of
MoNRE (2012)4.

3

At the political line, DoNRE is directly under the supervision of District Administration Office.

4

The roles and responsibilities of DoNRE are formulated by MoNRE in 2012 (Decision on Organisation and
Activities, No. 4384/MoNRE, Date: 4 July 2012)
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District Head and Deputies of
Natural Resource and
Environment Office (Boualapha)

Admin.&Plann
ing and
Information
Unit

Monitoring
Unit

Land
Manageme
nt Unit

Natural
resource &
Water Unit

Geology &
Mineral Unit

Environment
Unit

Meteorolo
gy Unit

Figure 4: Organisation structure of DoNRE

Pramatically, DoNRE has a ToR, which was formulated by MoNRE and ToRs are created for
all Units. As an example, the ToR of the Natural resource & Water Unit, which consists of 14
working tasks and four of them were prescribed as follows.
1. To cooperate with other concerned partners in order to create awareness on laws,
directives, instruction regarding forest resources and water as this could inform local
villagers about the importance and their contribution on the management,
conservation and development and utilization of natural resources in the sustainable
manner
2. Provide comments to the establishment and investment projects, permission on
ecotourism activities and research in protected forest, buffer zone, conservation area
and wetland that are approved from the top level. This includes forest land use
change, expansion of area, improving protection and conservation forest.
3. Cooperate with District Forest Unit and village authorities in order to demarking forest
area, border, installation of signboard, and conduct an inventory on forest area, forest
resource and biodiversity in order classify the strictly reserved area, utilization area,
buffer zone, and formulate management plan for Protection and Conservation forests.
4. Manage and implement any projects regarding related to water animal and wildlife as
well as the conservation of their habitat.
Even though MoNRE has just formulated ToR for each Unit of DoNRE, the current TOR only
give a broad guidance for relevant Units, and more precise ToR and job descriptions are
urgently required.
3.1.2.2.

Human Resources and Qualification

Totally, there are 29 staff at the Boualapha DoNRE. 14 of them are working for the FWRU.
The analysis (Figure 5) shows that about 85% of the staff employed have an education in
forestry. Nevertheless, the majority of them (70%) are voluntary staff while only four of them
are permanent staff. Of which one works full-time, while the other three work part-time for
HNN NA management. Since the voluntary staff cannot receive the salary or any financial
incentives from the government, this could affect the efficiency of the work task.
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Figure 5: Qualifications and Working Status of Employed Staff at Natural and Water

Resource Unit under Boulapha DoNRE
The analysis also revealed that the majority (7 staff or 50%) of the total staff at Natural
Resource and Water Unit has a Diploma qualifications compared with only two persons hold
B.Sc. degree. In addition, about 35 per cent of total staff achieved technical programme.
According to the interview with FWRU head, there is a significant demand of staff. In total, the
Unit advises to increase the amount of technical staff from currently 14 to 35 people (approx.
150% upsurge). The reason for this high demand is due to a relative large area of the HNN
NPA of 82,000 ha and it is impossible for the current number of staff to manage effectively
such a huge protected area.
3.1.2.3.

Budget and Equipment

One of the major constraints is the lack of budget to implement activities, which are
prescribed in their TOR. Currently, two main sources of budgets are generated from:
(1) Ministry of Finance, which covers the salaries of permanent staff.
(2) Projects supported by German government and implemented by GIZ,
Recently, the government of Laos has double the salaries of public staff. Nevertheless, this
increase remains low and in many cases, salaries are sometimes delayed and this could
affect negatively on staff’s motivation.
3.1.2.4.

Methods (Systems, Procedures, Reporting)

The district is responsible to formulate annual working plans based on the master plan from
PoNRE. Implementation of Natural Resource and Environment related activities have to be
carried out and progresses are then reported to PoNRE at the province level.
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By looking to their annual working plan, DoNRE are not able to elaborate their annual
working plans independently in order to satisfy plans of higher levels.
Similar to the analysis of PoNRE institutional analysis, even though there is relatively good
communication between sections under PoNRE as well as DoNRE at the district level.
Nevertheless, the communication between DAFO and DoNRE are not well organised and
sometimes confusing because of lack of permanent cooperation system and structure.
According to their recent ToR, the function of DoNRE is to store and analyse data sets such
as socio economic data, biodiversity, and the like, but these functions are beyond their
capacity and data collection on district level does not exist. Overall, the competencies on
planning and management are relatively weak and capacity development especially on
ASEAN competencies and skill are crucial in order to effectively and sustainable manage
their PA area.

3.1.3. HNN NPA Management Unit
Recently, 6 HNN PA co-management sub-units have been established by the Provincial
Natural Resource and Environment Department: (1) information and data base, (2) PA area
management, (3) research and patrolling, (4) education and awareness, (5) ecotourism, and
(6) livelihoods improvement units.
(See figure 3, for the units’ structure and draft roles).
These working units are responsible for HNN PA co-management in specific fields. Each
working unit consist of two staffs, one represents from the Provincial forest management
section and other one represents from Boualapha District Natural Resource and Environment
Office. Those staffs forming in the team are key actors for HNN PA co-management in terms
of leading activities in the unit and cooperating with other related stakeholders. However, as
the sub working units have only recently been established, so far the roles and
responsibilities are not clear enough when working in the team. The result of this study is
used to formulate TOR for the each HNN PA working units and it is necessary to acquire and
improve competencies and skills in the units based on the ASEAN National Protected Area
Criteria. It is furthermore recognised that an umbrella management unit is needed to lead and
coordinate the work of the 6 sub-units and to report back at a policy level. This management
unit is also responsible for the administration of the funds and needs general management
skills and competences and ideally should include people from PFRMS of PoNRE and
DoNRE which might limit the confusion by DoNRE mentioned under 3.1.3.1.
3.1.3.1.

Structure and TOR

As mentioned above, the 6 HNN PA Working Units working under the Provincial Forest
Management Section has been recently formed at the Provincial level (PoNRE). The Units
structure is only a draft with an uncertainty yet. The role and responsibilities for each of 6
Working Units are not clear yet. It is observed that sometimes the leading committees of
Boualapha District Natural Resource and Environment Office are still confuse and they
understand differently for the 6 Working Units structures compared to PoNRE level (See
Figure 6, detail 6 Working Units structure and draft TOR).
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International cooperation (GIZ)

HNN PA Unit 1
Data base

Draft roles:
 HNN PA target
village baseline
data recording
 Report and
information
keeping
 HNN PA wildlife
and forest
biodiversity
information
 HNN PA website
and brochure
producing
 GIS and Mapping

Provincial Forest Management Section

HNN PA Unit 2
Area management

HNN PA Unit 3
Patrolling

Draft roles:

Draft roles:

 Institutional setup
for co-management
 Demarcate and
zoning and
boundary
delineation
 Making
management plans
and rules per zone
including climate
change
 Coordinate relevant
line agencies
 Advise villagers on
conservation
agreements





Design
collaborative
patrolling
method and
practice
Joint patrolling
with villagers



Conduct and
coordinate
research and
surveys



Immediate
reporting in case
of illegal
activities and
law enforcement

HNN PA Unit 4
Awareness

HNN PA Unit 5
Eco-tourism

Draft roles:

Draft roles:

 Declare law and
regulation
 Disseminate the
law to all target
villages
 Punish who
disobey the law
 Appreciate who
obey the law
 Build young
children
understand on PA
wildlife and
forest
biodiversity

 Coordinate with
District Tourism
Office
 Plan and
implement
tourism
activities jointly
 Monitor and
evaluate jointly
 Survey tourism
potential
 Organise
training on
tourism work
 HNN NPA
tourism strategy

HNN PA Unit 6
Livelihood

Draft roles:
 Plan and
implement
NTFP activity:
survey, value
chain, harvest
and market
 M&E , jointly
 Contact with
traders and
processors
 Plan and
implement
livelihood
improvement
work and
coordinate with
others
 Organise
training needs

Figure 6: HNN PA Sub-units Structure and Draft TOR
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3.1.3.2.

Human Resource and Qualification

There are 12 staffs working on HNN PA co-management dividing in 6 working Units.
One working unit consist of two staffs, one staff represent from Provincial level and one
is from Boualapha District. It is about 8 additional international and national key advisors
to support for the working units. However, there are 22 target villages located in the Hin
Nam No PA co-management. These villages are allocated to 4 village clusters.
Therefore, the HNN PA working units suggest that in the future the government should
support more staffs working in the units. It would be better affecting work, if each
working unit could have staffs at least 5 members working as a unit team. Four staffs
work based in the 4 village clusters and 1 unit leader supervises all general and specific
activities relating to Units’ tasks.
The study shows that staffs, who are working in 6 HNN PA co-management units, have
sufficient background qualification on their jobs. Over 90 percent of the units’ members
have forestry and relevant field educations that are directly related to their units work
and responsibility (2). However, mostly the staffs are young and have just graduated
their school about 1-3 years. Therefore, they are lack of fieldwork experiences.
Table 2: Education Background of the Six Sub-unit Staff
N
o

Sub-unit team
work

1

Mr David

2

Mr Siphanoum

3

Mr Siphaseuth

4

Mr Phoui

5

Mr Khamla

6

Mr Thittavan

7

Mr Souphanith

8

Mr
Houankham

9

Mr Joost

Position and
organization

IP-Consult-Advisor
on livelihood
improvement
Livelihood
improvement subunit staff
Livelihood
improvement subunit staff
IP-Consult-advisor
on research and
forest patrolling
Research and
patrolling sub-unit
staff
Research and
patrolling sub-unit
staff
HNN PA Area
management subunit staff
HNN PA Area
management subunit staff
IP-Consult-team

MSc

BSc





Education
D Techni
i
cian
p

Major field

Human
science and
education
Natural
science





IT

Biology
Science


Forestry



Forestry



Forestry



Forestry
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9

Foppes
Mr Khamphao

10

MrChanthovis
ouk

11

Ms Vanhxay

12

Mr Sengmany

13

Mr Orn

14

Mr Max

15

Mr Daloun

16

Dr. Mirjam de
Koning

17

Mr Sinasone

18

Mr
Sisomphone

leader
HNN PA
Ecotourism subunit staff
HNN PA
Ecotourism subunit staff
IP-Consultadvisor on
ecotourism
Education and
awareness staff
Education and
awareness staff
HNN PA database
unit-staff
HNN PA database
unit-staff
GIZ programme
director and comanagement
advisor
Deputy head
PoNRE

Head PFRMS ,
GIZ project
coordinator
19 Mr Vilaysack
Head Boualapha
DoNRE
20 Mr Aloun
Deputy Head
Boualapha
DoNRE
21 Mr
Deputy head
Thanousone
FWRU
(Source: interview 2013)
3.1.3.3.





Forestry


Forestry




Forestry






Agricultureforestry
Forestry



Forestry
Protected Area
Comanagement


stud
y

stud
y

Budget and Equipment

The HNN PA co-management working units have just established and they still lack of
budget and equipment for running their activities. At the moment, each unit can share
some facilities with their main organizations, Provincial Forest Management Section and
Boualapha District Natural Resources and Environment Office, such as computers, two
GPS and one motorbike. The HNN PA units also sometimes borrow some field tools and
equipment from Hin Nam No Project when they are planning to work at the field.
However, in order to be more convenient working and more work affect in the future,
each working unit propose to have more office and fieldwork equipment as well as some
fund supporting for the units activities. For this however first of all a functional office-set
up; storage and use system for equipment should be in place:
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(1) Desktop computer including printers for each working units
(2) GPS and Camping equipment for the research and patrolling, area
management and other relevant working units i.e. database unit
(3) It is preferred to have some vehicles support in the units (1 car and 6
motorbikes). They want to use these kinds of vehicles for fieldwork such as
HNN PA forest patrolling, wildlife hunting checking and inspection on illegal
logging in the site.
(4) The working units also require fund support to build at least of five check points
within the Hin Nam No PA, where are potentially high risk of illegal hunting and
illegal logging and trade. Now, there are no check points built at the all exit and
access to HNN PA in the Boualapha District.
3.1.3.4.

Method (Systems, Procedures and Reporting)

The working process in the HNN PA 6 Units is following the Laos policy mechanism.
The main directed umbrella boards supervising for the 6 units are Boualapha Natural
Resource and Environment Office and Khammouane Forest Management Section. The
HNN PA units have to get consultancies all times from the PoNRE and DoNRE when
they are planning to work in the field. In addition, when the team finish their fieldwork,
they have to write report for the organizations.
The working units have also cooperated with others relative stakeholders in both
Provincial and District levels. However, each HNN PA working Unit has its different
related working stakeholders based on the working unit’s tasks and responsibilities in the
site. For example, the forest patrolling working unit, they work closely with District army,
police Offices and as well as village patrolling units. On the other hand, the working unit
of education and awareness work relatively with District woman union and cultural
information and the eco-tourism unit works together with the information, culture and
tourism office. The area management unit should cooperate closely with the department
of planning. The livelihood unit should cooperate closely with the agriculture and forestry
office and the database unit should work together with the statistics department.
The HNN PA working units also cooperate with GIZ International Development
Organization, IP-consult and others (NUOL; WCS; IUCN). The working units sometimes
get consultancies and support both technical fieldworks skills and some fund and
equipment supported from the Hin Nam No project implemented by GIZ International
Organization. Therefore, The HNN PA fieldwork plan and fieldwork report of the 6
working units has been submitted to Provincial, District HNN PA Natural Resource coManagement Offices and the GIZ International Development Organization or or IPConsult for the relevant activities they support. To do this effective and efficient in a
coordinated matter a management unit is proposed.

3.2. Cooperation with Stakeholders and Incentives
mechanism
Since the Lao working system is hierarchical in nature, and this is not exceptional for all
sections under the PoNRE. The analysis shows that there are relatively good
communications between sections under PoNRE as well as DoNRE at the District level.
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However, the communication between PAFO (POFI and PFS) and PoNRE are not well
organised because of unclear cooperation system and structure. Even in general, the
responsibility for the conversation and protection forests is mainly assigned to the
PoNRE and following with the PFRMS and the FWRU under the DoNRE, but in the
practice, there are still some complex and uncertain working processes between the
PoNRE and PAFO for forest checking and inspecting, as mentioned above, because of
the PoNRE is recently established and there is not updated in the forestry law for a clear
of role and right for the PoNRE.
HNN PA working units cooperate closely with many related organizations and
stakeholders in both District and Provincial levels, as well as also cooperate with the Hin
Nam No project implemented by the International Development Organization (GIZ).
However, it depends on the tasks and relevant activities of each working units and other
stakeholders. The stakeholders cooperating with the 6 HNN PA working units include:
District women union, District agriculture and forestry office (DAFO), District industrial
trade and commerce, District police and military office, cultural information and ecotourism services office and Hin Nam No project supported by the German government
and implemented by GIZ international development organization in cooperation with IPConsult.
The role and decision process between 6 HNN PA working units and the involving
stakeholders are up to the work and situations. For example, if the task is related to
DoNRE and PoNRE and the work plan prepared by them, they would be the leader of
that activity. On the other hand, if the task and plan is organised by other related
organizations but the working site of the activities is in the HNN PA. This kind of activity
will be involved by DoNRE (6 working units), but the leading person would be other
organizations.
Conflict and issues facing when cooperating with other related stakeholders:
Some organizations complained for the per diem (daily allowance) supporting from the
GIZ International Development Project. Even the GIZ allowance rule was reported in
detail to the direct partners, but they would be not yet be clear enough for other indirect
stakeholders, for example military organization. Therefore, the GIZ programme director
for Hin Nam No should declare clearer GIZ rule of allowance system to all relative
stakeholders who are cooperated and involved working at the HNN PA via the proposed
management unit. This has already been done often and the official DSA rules for GIZ
Laos are signed by the GIZ country director and the MPI on national level and outside
the influence of the GIZ Hin Nam No programme director. In addition, sometimes the
implementing for some joined tasks are delayed or postponed because some
stakeholders could not join (person in charge responding is busy with another work).
The suggestion solution should assign at least two staffs representing from one
stakeholder/organization and in case the main staff is busy, the sub staff can represent.
Furthermore, the announcement plan or invitation letter to other stakeholders to join with
the activities should be announced and delivered earlier, at least 1 or 2 weeks before
starting for the activities. This is in order to be better preparing work and staff. Therefore
the HNN co-management units needs yearly and monthly planning and reporting
meeting with other related stakeholders to coordinate work better between the units and
other organizations. The unit members with their advisors should make monthly and
yearly operational plans and reports and submit them to a project management unit
which should sit at least once a month consisting of Mr. Sisomphone, ideally someone
from DoNRE, Mr.Joost of IP-Consult and Dr.Mirjam de Koning of GIZ so that plans can
be approved in time and in accordance to the strategic and operational plan for the
project.
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Incentive mechanism is one of the important factors affecting to succeed wok in time.
Previously, the HNN PA working units have never got any incentives from the
government organizations. But they got some kind of working motivation from the GIZ
advisors by having a small party (lunch or dinner) together at the villages after finishing
the activities. This party will be said some nice words congratulation to the team. It
would be much better in the future to have more support from Government sides by
providing awarding letter, scholarship for studying or training for the best workers and
working units. This kind of incentive built a better teamwork in the working units. In
addition, in the livelihood improvement unit, the DoNRE and IP-Consult advisor has
cooperated with the DAFO by providing pigs for the target villages. The project creates
incentive for the DoNRE and PoNRE staffs by giving them pig bonus. For example, after
the villagers get four pigs from the Project in the first year and they have to pay back six
pigs, after the villagers raise the pigs for three years. Two pigs paying back from the
villagers will be kept for the DoNRE and PoNRE staffs as bonus for them hard working
and extension to the villagers. Another four pigs, the DoNRE and PoNRE staffs will
expand to other villagers. This kind of incentive would be creating government staff
works harder in order to get some benefits from their successful work.
Another suggestion in the future of staff incentives is included:




Awarding letters from both District and Provincial or government
Providing fund supporting for a short or long terms training for the staffs who are
active and successful for their annually plan work
Increasing support for office and fieldwork equipment: computers, camping
equipment, security clothing and fieldwork tools

3.3. Competence Needs Assessment based on ASEAN
criteria
A total of 17 respondents (12 PA staff, three national and two international experts) are
asked to express their opinions for future needs of competence development based on
the ASEAN criteria by giving their preference based on rank of 1 (least preferred) to 17
(most preferred). Table 3 presents the breakdown of the respondents:
Table 3: Competence Needs Assessment Survey Respondents

Type of respondents

No of respondents

Protected areas staff

12

National experts

3

International experts

2

Both Protected areas staff and experts are requested to answer the same questions and
their preference score for each category are then summed up to scores of two (least
preferred) to 34 (most preferred).
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Sustainable Development and Communities

11

9

12

7

14

General Personal and Work Skills

10

10

Staff Development and Training

11

9

Socio-Economic and Cultural Assessment

11

Field Craft

28

10

12

Protected Areas Policy, Planning and
Management

24

14

13

Communication

Natural Resources Assessment

20

16

12

Technology and Information

Awareness Education and Public Relations

12

8

4

0

Figure 7: Top 10 ASEAN Protected Area Competences needed by all respondents
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7

9

PA Staff
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Overall, the competence “Sustainable Development and Communities accounted for the
highest score (Figure 7) if summing up the opinion of PA staff and experts, and it is the
highest score given by the protected area experts whereas the PA staff viewed that
“Technology and Information” is the most urgent needs for them. The reasons behind
the selection of this competence are that PA staff is basic users of information
technology, electrical and electronic equipment. For effective protected area
management, it is important that PA staff will need to have knowledge on computer
hardware and software operation and maintenance, GIS use, local Area Network
operation and maintenance, and the like. Furthermore, the PA staffs need to have shortterm training on competence in communication, followed by protected areas policy,
planning and management. On the other hand, the need that is least preferred is
“Financial and Physical Resources Management” (Not illustrated in this graph).
The following section deals with a more specific preference of the proposed six HNN
protected area Units toward the ASEAN Protected Area Competences in 17 Categories.
The section begins by presenting the results of the analysis on the Database Unit.

3.3.1. Database Management Sub-Unit
Figure 8 illustrates the opinions of the respondents (both PA staff and experts) of the
Database Unit towards ASEAN Protected Area Competences. According to the ranking
of the respondents, Technology and Information is ranked as the highest score (34). The
reason behind this preference is because they think that “Technology and Information”
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plays a major role in developing and maintaining database for their daily work task.
Likewise, communication and human resources management are scored as the second
and third places respectively.
Figure 8: Top 10 ASEAN Protected Area Competences needed by Database unit

3.3.2. Area Management Sub Unit
Figure 09 shows that “Staff Development and Training” is viewed as the first place with
the overall score of 27 whereas “Natural Resource Assessment” and “Technology and
Information” are ranked as the second and third places respectively, which are
considered as other important competence required by the area management.
It is important to note that the PA staff mentioned that “Site Management” is the most
important for them (17), whereas “Protected Areas Policy, Planning and Management” is
considered as the most preferred amongst the experts.
Field Craft seems to be ranked relatively lowest, this view is influenced by the
respondents who think that they are already skilful and professional in this competence
categories.
Figure 9: Top 10 ASEAN Protected Area Competences needed by Area Management unit
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11
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11

6

17
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17
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6

15
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6

14
4

6
14
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16

16
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12

8

4

0
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11

7

8

10

PA Staff
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3.3.3. Research and Patrolling Sub-Unit
Figure 10 illustrates the opinions of the respondents (PA staff and experts)
towards the Protected Area Competences needed by Research and Patrolling
sub-unit that they prefer to be trained in the future.
The analysis shows that the most wanted preference for this sub-unit is “Field
Craft. Next in this list are Technology and Information while “Enforcement comes
the third place.
Conservation Management of Ecosystems, Habitats and Species seems to be
lowest in rating. This is because the majority of skills in this competence are not
relevant to the Lao context in general and their work task in HNN protected area
in particular. For instance, Level 1 in this category covers basic practical skills
and if required the specialist skills and knowledge required for basic care of
captive animals, which are not relevant to their current jobs in HNN protected
area.
Figure 10: Top 10 ASEAN Protected Area Competences needed by Research and
Patrolling unit
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3.3.4. Outreach Sub-Unit
The results (Figure 11) clearly shows that respondents score “awareness
education and public relations”, “communication”, and “technology and
information” as their top 3 preferences, which implies that effective awareness
education programme should be developed with good competence at these
competence categories.
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Figure 11: Top 10 ASEAN Protected Area Competences needed by Outreach unit
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3.3.5. Eco-tourism Sub-Unit
Figure 12 shows that both PA staff and experts perceive “Recreation and Tourism” as
the most preferred for the development of Eco-tourism Unit.
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Figure 12: Top 10 ASEAN Protected Area Competences needed by Eco-tourism unit
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This is because they would like to gain knowledge and competence from this category in
order to explore recreation/tourism opportunities in their protected area. In contrast, the
item “Conservation Management of Ecosystems, Habitats and Species” is ranked
relatively lowest, since the majority of skills in this competence are not relevant to the
Lao context and their work task.

3.3.6. Livelihoods Sub-Unit
Figure 13 illustrates the opinions of the HNN PA staff towards ASEAN Competences
that are necessary for the development of the Livelihoods Unit. Overall, they prefer to
have “Sustainable Development and Communities” as their first priority. Next in this list
are “Socio-Economic and Cultural Assessment and General Personal and Work Skill”
as the second and third places respectively. Site Management seems to be lowest in
rating.
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Figure 13: Top 10 ASEAN Protected Area Competences needed by Livelihood unit
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3.4. Skill Needs Assessment based on ASEAN criteria
After they were asked to give their preference on the ASEAN Protected Area
Competences categories, the PA staff were then asked to select the first five top of
competences. In each of these competences, they were asked to give their preference
based on rank of 1 (least preferred) to 10 (most preferred). F u r t h e r m o r e , experts are
requested to answer the same questions. Finally, scores given by PA staffs and experts
for each skill are summed up and ranked for the purposes of the analysis.
In this assessment, 12 staffs, three national and two international experts were included
in the analysis as shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Skill Needs Assessment Survey Respondents
Type of respondents

No of respondents

Protected areas staff

12

Experts

2

3.4.1. Database Management Sub-Unit
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Figures 14-18 reveals the ranking of different skills in the top 5 Competence Categories
needed by Database Unit, supplemented by experts’ opinion.
The results (Figure 14) shows that respondents prefer to be skilful how to operate and
maintain computer for basic functions (TEC2.1) as well as to create and administer web
pages and sites(TEC3.1). Similarly, respondents would like to be skilful in operating GIS
system, operating and maintaining computers for advanced functions, as well as
managing library, archives and other information resources.
In contrast, the skill item “Operate basic office equipment (TEC1.1) was the least
preferred, this is because most of the PA staff have already basic skill in office
equipment.
Figure 15 displays ranking of skills in “Communication” Competence Category needed
by Database Unit. The skill item “Write technical reports/papers” (COM3.3)is ranked as
the first place with the average score of 8.1. Represent the protected area at public
events (COM3.5) is the second highest one, averaging about 7.6, compared to
Communicate in other languages and/or dialects (COM2.3), which is the lowest score.
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Figure 14: Ranking of Skills in “Technology and Information” Competence Category
needed by Database Unit
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Figure 15: Ranking of skills in “Communication” Competence Category needed by
Database Management Sub-Unit
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Figure 16 illustrates ranking of skills in “Staff Development and Training” Competence
Category needed by Database Unit. The result of the analysis indicates that the skill item
“Promote and enable workplace learning” (TRA3.3) is ranked as the first place with the
highest score of 8.5. Next, Planning, designing, supervising and evaluating in-service
training programmes (TRA4.2) and planning and facilitating training events (TRA3.4)are
given second and third ranking respectively.
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Figure 16: Ranking of skills in “Staff Development and Training” Competence Category
needed by Database Management Sub-Unit
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Figure 17 shows ranking of different skills in “Financial and Physical Resources
Management” Competence Category needed by Database sub-unit. The skill item
“Manage official documentation and reporting” (FIN3.8) comes the first place with score
of 20. Managing equipment, supplies, and property (FIN3.4)is the second highest skill,
averaging about 18, compared to overseeing payments (FIN3.6), which is the lowest
score.
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Figure 17: Ranking of skills in “Financial and Physical Resources Management”
Competence Category needed by Database Management Sub-Unit
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Figure 18: Ranking of skills in “Socio-Economic and Cultural Assessment” Competence
Category needed by Database Management Unit
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Figure 18 shows the ranking of skills in “Socio-Economic and Cultural Assessment”
Competence Category needed by Database Unit. The result of the analysis indicates
that the item “Conduct supervised community based socio economic, cultural and
resource use and surveys in the field using basic techniques” is ranked as the first place
with the highest score (14). Next, the item “Analyse and present survey data” (SOC3.3)
and “Plan and supervise and facilitate socio economic and livelihood information
gathering activities” (SOC3.2) are given second and third places respectively.

3.4.2. Area Management Sub-Unit
Figures 19-23 show the ranking of different skills in the top 5 Competence Categories
needed by Area Management Unit, supplemented by experts’ opinion.
Figure 19 shows that amongst various skills in “Site Management” Competence
Category needed by the Area Management Unit, the item “Locate, mark and inspect
boundaries in the field” (SIT3.4) receives the highest score while the lowest score is
found in “SIT1.3” or the skill of maintaining site tidiness and cleanliness. Furthermore,
Next, SIT1.1 (Fight fires) and SIT3.3 (Inspect and specify maintenance and repair
requirements and schedules) are given second and third places respectively.
Likewise, the items “Planning, supervising and evaluating management of physical
landscape” and “Producing technical drawings and maps” gain the score of 14 each
respectively.
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Figure 19: Ranking of skills in “Site Management” Competence” Competence Category
needed by Area Management Sub-Unit
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Figure 20 illustrates ranking of skills in “Staff Development and Training” Competence
Category needed by Area Management Unit. The result of the analysis indicates that
TRA4.2 (Plan, design, supervise and evaluate in-service training programmes) is ranked
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as the first place with the highest score (17). Next, TRA3.1 (Prepare, deliver and assess
vocational training) and TRA4.1 (Lead training and development needs analysis) are
given as the second and third places of the ranking respectively.
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Figure 20: Ranking of skills in “Staff Development and Training” Competence Category
needed by Area Management Unit
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Figure 21 shows the ranking of skills in “Socio-Economic and Cultural Assessment”
Competence Category needed by Area Management Unit. The result of the analysis
indicates that SOC3.3 (Analyse and present survey data) is ranked as the first place with
the highest score (14). Next, SOC3.1 (Conduct stakeholder analysis) and SOC2.1
(Conduct supervised community based socio economic, cultural and resource use and
surveys in the field using basic techniques) are given as the second and third places
respectively.
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Figure 21: Ranking of skills in “Socio-Economic and Cultural Assessment” Competence
Category needed by Area Management Sub-Unit
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Figure 22 displays ranking of skills in “Communication” Competence Category needed
by Area Management Unit. COM4.2 (Enabling staff feedback on and input to activities,
decisions, and planning) scores the highest skill. COM4.1 (Negotiate agreements and
resolve disputes and conflicts) is the second highest skill, averaging about 8.5.
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Figure 22: Ranking of skills in “Communication” Competence Category needed by Area
Management Sub-Unit
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The result (Figure 23) displays that respondents prefer to be skilful at operating GIS
systems (TEC3.4). TEC3.3 (Operate and maintain computer for advanced functions) is
the second highest score (17).
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Figure 23: Ranking of skills in “Technology and Information” Competence Category
needed by Research and Patrolling Unit
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3.4.3. Research and Patrolling Sub-Unit
Figures 24-28 reveals the ranking of different skills in the top four Competence
Categories needed by Research and Patrolling Unit, together with experts’ opinion.
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Figure 24: Ranking of skills in “Field Craft” Competence Category needed by Research
and Patrolling Sub-Unit
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Figure 24 shows that amongst various skills in “Field Craft” Competence Category
needed by Research and Patrolling Unit, FLD1.3 (Undertake field work safely and
effectively) scores the highest while the lowest score is “FLD2.8” or the skill of using and
maintaining radio handset for field communication.
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Figure 25: Ranking of skills in “Technology and Information” Competence Category
needed by Research and Patrolling Sub-Unit
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The results (Figure 25) show that respondents need to be trained on TEC3.4 (Operate
GIS systems). Similar to the Area Management Unit, TEC3.1 (Create and administer
web pages and sites) is the second highest score (8). In contrast, TEC3.5 (Manage
library, archives and other information resources) was ranked the lowest.
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Figure 26: Ranking of skills in “Enforcement” Competence Category needed by
Research and Patrolling Sub-Unit
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Figure 27: Ranking of skills in “General Personnel and Work Skills” Competence
Category needed by Research and Patrolling Sub-Unit
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Figure 26 shows that “EN3.2” (Lead patrol and enforcement activities in the field) is the
skill highly preferred by respondents from Research/Patrolling Unit and experts. Then,
the item “Participate in patrol activities safely, effectively and with discipline” (EN1.5) and
“Liaise with local communities to resist and prevent illegal activities” are considered as
the other important skills required by the Unit respectively.
The result (Figure 27) displays that respondents would like to have training on GEN5
(Follow good security, safety and environmental practice in the work place). GEN1
(Demonstrate a positive and confident personal attitude to work) is the second highest
score of 17.

3.4.4. Outreach Sub-Unit
Figures 33-37 show the ranking of different skills in the top 5 Competence Categories
needed by Outreach Unit, including experts’ opinion. Figure 33 shows that amongst
various skills in “Awareness Education and Public Relations” Competence Category
needed by Outreach Unit, AEP3.1 (Plan awareness and education activities) scores the
highest while the lowest score is occurred in the “AEP2.4” or the skill of leading guided
interpretive activities.
Furthermore, Next, AEP2.2 (Deliver formal and informal interpretive/ awareness/
educational presentations) and AEP2.3 (Deliver structured adult/ community awareness
programmes) are given as the second and third places respectively.
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Figure 28: Ranking of skills in “Awareness Education and Public Relations” needed by
Outreach Unit
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Figure 29 displays ranking of skills in “Communication” Competence Category needed
by Outreach Unit. COM2.1 (Make effective oral presentations) scores the highest skill.
COM2.3 (Communicate in other languages and/or dialects) is the second highest skill,
averaging about 9.3. More precisely, the PA staff would like to study English in order to
communicate effectively with foreigner visitors and experts.
The results (Figure 35) show that respondents give TEC2.2 (Operate audiovisual
equipment) as the highest score (9). TEC3.5 (Manage library, archives and other
information resources) is the second highest score (8).
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Figure 29: Ranking of skills in “Communication” needed Outreach Unit
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Figure 30: Ranking of skills in “Technology and Information” Competence Category
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The result of the analysis (Figure 31) indicates that TRA2.1 (Instruct in and assess work
skills) is ranked as the first place with the highest score (16). Next, TRA3.4 (Plan and
facilitate training events) and TRA3.1 (Prepare, deliver and assess vocational training)
are given second and third places respectively.
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Figure 31: Ranking of skills in “Staff Development and Training” Competence
Category needed by Outreach Unit
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Figure 32 shows ranking of skills in “Sustainable Development and Communities”
Competence Category needed by Outreach Unit. DEV3.3 (Plan, coordinate and facilitate
community capacity development activities) scores the highest skill.
DEV3.5 (Provide advice on sustainable community based natural resource use and
management) are given as the second highest score.
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Figure 32: Ranking of skills in “Sustainable Development and Communities”
Competence Category needed by Ecotourism Unit
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3.4.5. Ecotourism Sub-Unit
Figures 33-37 reveals the ranking of different skills in the top 5 Competence Categories
needed by Ecotourism Unit, including experts’ opinion.
Figure 28 shows that staff from Ecotourism Unit prefers to be skilful at REC2.4 (Collect
information about visitors and activities) and REC4.1 (Lead development of recreation
and tourism strategies and plans), both scoring 19 each. Furthermore, they would like to
be trained on how to identify potential tourism and recreation ‘products’ for the protected
area or REC4.3, which is the third highest score. It should be mentioned here that
REC2.1 (Guide, assist and regulate visitors on site gain the highest score (10) given by
the expert while PA staff score this about 7.
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Figure 33: Ranking of skills in “Recreation and Tourism” Competence Category needed by
Ecotourism Sub-Unit
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Figure 34 shows ranking of skills in “Sustainable Development and Communities”
Competence Category needed by Ecotourism Unit. DEV4.1 (Design and negotiate
community components of integrated conservation and development projects) scores
the highest skill. DEV2.1 (Liaise with community groups) and DEV4.5 have same score
of 8.0 each, compared to DEV4.3 (Resolve land claims and formalise land allocations),
which is the lowest score (7).
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Figure 34: Ranking of skills in “Sustainable Development and Communities” Competence
Category needed by Ecotourism Sub-Unit
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The results (Figure 35) show that respondents need to be trained on TEC3.1 (Create
and administer web pages and sites). TEC3.3 (Operate and maintain computer for
advanced functions) is the second highest score (8). In contrast, TEC1.1 (Operate basic
office equipment) was ranked the lowest.
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Figure 35: Ranking of skills in “Technology and Information” needed by Ecotourism Unit
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Develop socio economic and cultural survey
methodologies
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Carry out economic analyses

5
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Develop socio economic and cultural research
and monitoring programmes

5
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economic and livelihood information…
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Figure 36: Ranking of skills in “Socio-Economic and Cultural Assessment” Competence
Category needed by Ecotourism Sub-Unit
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Figure 36 shows the ranking of skills in “Socio-Economic and Cultural Assessment”
Competence Category needed by Ecotourism Unit. The result of the analysis indicates
that SOC4.2 (Develop socio economic and cultural survey methodologies.) is ranked as
the first place with the highest score (7.3). Next, SOC4.3 (Carry out economic analyses)
and SOC2.1 (Conduct supervised community based socio economic, cultural and
resource use and surveys in the field using basic techniques) are given as the second
and third places respectively.
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Figure 37: Ranking of skills in “Financial and Physical Resources Management”
Competence Category needed by Eco-tourism sub-unit
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Figure 37 shows the ranking of skills in “Financial and Physical Resources Management”
Competence Category needed by Ecotourism Unit. The result of the analysis indicates
that FIN3.2 (Apply high environmental standards to use of resources) is ranked as the
first place with the highest score (7). Next, FIN3.1 and FIN2.1 are given second and third
places respectively.

3.4.6. Livelihoods Improvement Sub-Unit
Figures 38-41 show the ranking of different skills in the top 5 Competence Categories
needed by Livelihood Unit, including experts’ opinion.
Figure 38 shows that amongst various skills in “Sustainable Development and
Communities” Competence Category needed by Livelihood Unit, DEV3.2 (Negotiate
community conservation and management agreements) scores the highest while
DEV3.1 (Enable community inputs to planning, decision-making and management) was
given the second highest.
The analysis shows that DEV4.1 (Design and negotiate community components of
integrated conservation and development projects) and DEV3.4 (Promote development
of local networks and organizations) both have the same score, which come the third
place for both skills. DEV4.4 (Resolve conflicts concerning protected areas, communities
and other stakeholders) is the lowest preferred.
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Figure 38: Ranking of skills in “Sustainable Development and Communities” Competence
Category needed by Livelihood Improvement Sub-Unit
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Figure 39 shows the ranking of skills in “Socio-Economic and Cultural Assessment”
Competence Category needed by Livelihood Unit. The result of the analysis indicates
that SOC3.2 (Plan and supervise and facilitate socio economic and livelihood
information gathering activities) is ranked as the first place with the highest score (18).
Next, SOC2.1 (Conduct supervised community based socio economic, cultural and
resource use and surveys in the field using basic techniques) is given as the second
place.
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Figure 39: Ranking of skills in “Socio-Economic and Cultural Assessment” Competence
Category needed by Livelihood Improvement Sub-Unit
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Figure 40 displays ranking of skills in “General Personnel and Work Skills” Competence
Category needed by Livelihood Unit. The results show that respondents would like to
have training on GEN2 the most (Maintain good relations with others and work as a
team). GEN1 (Demonstrate cultural and ethnic and gender sensitivity) witness the
second highest score, averaging 8.0.
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Figure 40: Ranking of skills in “General Personnel and Work Skills” Competence Category
needed by Livelihood Improvement Sub-Unit
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Figure 41: Ranking of skills in “Communication” needed by Livelihood Improvement Unit
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Prepare, deliver and assess vocational
training
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Figure 42: Ranking of skills in “Staff Development-Training” needed by Livelihood
Improvement Sub-Unit
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Figure 41 displays ranking of skills in “Communication” Competence Category needed
by Livelihood Unit. Respondents score COM4.2 (Enabling staff feedback on and input to
activities, decisions, and planning) as the highest skill. COM3.3 (Write technical
reports/papers) represents the second highest skill, averaging about 8.5.
Figure 42 illustrates ranking of skills in “Staff Development and Training” Competence
Category needed by the Livelihood Unit. The result of the analysis indicates that TRA3.1
(Prepare, deliver and assess vocational training) is ranked as the first place, having the
highest score (8.0). Next, TRA2.1 (Instruct in and assess work skills) and trainingTRA4.2
(Plan, design, supervise and evaluate in-service training programmes) are given second
and third places respectively.

3.5. Recommended Terms of References of Hin Nam No
NPA Unit
Draft TOR for Khammouane FRM section and HNN NPA Management Unit
Decision of Khammouane Provincial Forest Resource Section
on Organization and Activities of the HNN NPA working Unit


Based on the decision of the Ministry of Natural Resource and Environment
No 1467/MONRE, dated 9/3/2012, on the Organization and Activities of the
Provincial Natural Resource and Environment Division
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Based on the instruction of the Ministry of Natural Resource and Environment
No 4634/MONRE, dated 16/7/2012, on the Organization and Activities of the
Provincial Natural Resource and Environment Division
Based on the decision of the Ministry of Natural Resource and Environment
No 4384/MONRE, dated 4/7/2012, on the Organization and Activities of the
District Natural Resource and Environment Office
Based on the decision of the Ministry of Natural Resource and Environment
No 3121/MONRE, dated 18/5/2012 , on the Organization and Activities of the
Department of the Forest Resource Management
Based on the results of the analysis of competences and skills preferences
for HinNamno national protected area.
Khammouane Provincial Forest Resource Management Section
issues the DECISION as follows:
CHAPTER I: General Provisions

Article 1: Objective
This decision determines the location, mandate, functions, rights, organizational
structure and working regime of the HNN NPA management unit with the aim to
provide the legal reference to this unit in implementing its mandates and
functions in order to ensure the sustainable management of the HNN NPA
Article 2: Location and Mandate
The HNN NPA management unit is under the PFRMS. The unit plays the roles
and function of the PFRMS in sustainable management of the HNN NPA.
CHAPTER II: Functions and Rights
Article 3: Function








Study, disseminate and implement the government’s policies, laws,
decrees, orders, decisions, regulations and guidelines regarding the
management, conservation, rehabilitation of forest resources in the
Conservation forest areas in a sustainable manner.
Develop working plans for the implementation of the existing co-management
plan of the HNN NPA.
Implement working plans, regularly monitor and evaluate the work.
Review the existing co-management plan and develop a new strategic comanagement plan every five years with the participation of local people and
concerned organizations.
Develop detailed plans and working plans for tree and NTFP planting,
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rehabilitating and conserving the HNN NPA including for sustainable
managing of village forests inside the HNN NPA in cooperation with the
concerned organizations and the participation of local people.
Regularly report to the PFRMS and the FWR unit under DoNRE.
Demarcate the boundary and map the HNN NPA in large scale (1:50001:10000).
Conduct the surveys and zoning of the HNN NPA.
Identify plant and wildlife species
Register, monitor and manage plant seed stands, plant and wildlife genetic
resources.
Register and manage natural touristic sit es and operations.
Design and develop ecotourism facilities and plan in consultation with the
tourism offices both at the provincial and district levels.
Conduct socio-economic survey and analyse the data
Develop and plan livelihood improvement activities for the villagers living
inside the HNN NPA
Facilitate the data, technical and scientific and studies
Monitor biodiversity.
Produce seedlings, planting trees, rehabilitating, conserving and preserving
and enhancing forest resources, biodiversity and the habitats.
Manage and implement the projects of wildlife conservation and preservation
of habitats.
Develop and plan education/awareness activities
Educate and raise awareness for villagers and concerned organizations
within the Boualapha district concerning the conservation and preservation
of forest resources and biodiversity as well as the reducing emission from
deforestation and forest degradation.
Enforce the laws and legislatives related to the conservation and
preservation of forest resources and biodiversity.
Provide recommendations concerning the conversion of land areas, the
proposals for investment in touristic operations, the activities or projects
related to reducing the emission from deforestation and forest degradation
(REDD) and the payment of ecological services(PES).
Plan and implement patrolling system and activities
Set up checkpoints and construct the field station.
Inspect and patrol the critical areas of the HNN NPA to prevent illegal
activities such as logging, NTFP harvesting, hunting and encroachment
of forest lands including the forest fires.
Participate in the process of solving conflicts related to the HNN NPA.
Develop budget plans as well as plans for management and use of budget,
properties, office facilities, public vehicle and equipment.
Develop plans for training, upgrading, employing, posting and evaluating,
implementing of staff properly the policy incentives towards the personnel
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within the working unit.
Propose the individuals people with the outstanding performance in the
implementation of their functions for awarding and the violators of laws for
punishing according to the related laws.
Develop and manage as well as update the database concerning the
management, preservation, development and uses of the forest resources.
Provide information concerning the HNN NPA management to local people
and whole society.
Fulfil other relevant tasks as assigned by the PFRMS and the FWR unit
under DoNRE.

Article 4: Scope of Rights













Coordinate and coordinate with the concerned organizations related to the
HNN NPA management at provincial and district levels and the local
authorities in propagating and disseminating the policies, laws, regulations,
orders and technical guidelines on management of forest resources and
biodiversity; demarcating the boundaries, laying out the boundary posts,
zoning, installing signs, inventorying of forest resources and biodiversity;
conserving and rehabilitating the wildlife habitats, patrolling, raising
awareness, managing the database, improving the livelihood, solving the
conflicts; planning and managing the tourism operations; monitoring and
evaluating all activities, projects and operations within the HNN NPA
Contact and cooperate with local and international organizations to mobilize
technical and financial assistance needed for sustainable management o f
the HNN NPA.
Organise meetings and consultation workshop to evaluate the performance of
management of the HNN NPA in collaboration with both local and
international organizations concerned;
Select and appoint staff for attending meeting, workshop, seminars, study
tours and training courses both in the country and abroad.
Use all equipment, vehicles and budget approved by the higher organizations
Submit the application for suspending the implementation and cancelling all
decisions, orders, instruction and announcements contrary to the laws and
regulations on forest resource management; suspending or cancelling all
a c t i vi t i e s , p r oj e c t s an d o p e r at i o n s destroying or damaging the HNN
NPA; suspending the establishment, upgrade and cancel sub-units
Submit the applications for staff appointing, displacing, removing position,
promoting, rewarding and being subject to disciplinary measures
Inquire necessary information and document related to the HNN NPA
management

CHAPTER III: Organizational Structures
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Article 5: Institutional structure
The HNN NPA unit under the PFRMS is composed of Six sub-units as
follows:
1. Database sub-unit
2. Area Management sub-unit
3. Research and Patrolling sub-unit
4. Awareness raising sub-unit
5. Livelihood Improvement sub-unit
6. Ecotourism sub-unit
It is furthermore proposed that these 6 units are guided and coordinated via a
management unit consisting out of management from PFRMS as well as a relevant
DoNRE representative.
Article 6: Personnel structure




The HNN NPA management unit under the PFRMS is composed of one head
and deputies who are appointed or dismissed from the director of the
Provincial Natural Resources and Environment division through the
recommendation of the Organization and Forest Resource Management
s ect i o ns/ of f ic es
The sub-units of HNN NPA management unit are composed of technical staff
according to the TOR approved by the head of the Pr o vi nc i al F or est
R e so ur c e Ma n ag em e nt se ct io n/ of f ice .
CHAPTER IV
Function and Rights of Sub-Units

Article 7: Function and Rights of Database Management Sub-unit

Job Title
Main Tasks

Post
Functions

Database Management Sub-unit
 Design, develop and manage the database system
 Update and back up the data
 Design and develop website
 Provide information and data concerning the HNN NPA
management to the government organizations and the
society in accordance with the laws and legislatives.
 Maintain the computer system
Head
 Study, disseminate and implement the government’s
policies, laws, decrees, orders, decisions, regulations and
guidelines regarding the database management.
 Plan procurement of necessary machines, equipment and
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Rights

software
 Install and maintain computer system
 Develop working plans for the implementation of the existing
co-management plan of the HNN NPA in particularly for the
development and management of database system in
cooperation with the concerned government organization.
 Implement working plans, regularly monitor and evaluate the
work performance.
 Review the existing co-management plan particularly the parts
related to the database management and develop a new comanagement plan every five years with the concerned
government organizations.
 Regularly report to the PFRMS and the FWR unit under
DoNRE.
 Develop budget plans as well as plans for management and
use of budget, properties, office facilities, public vehicle and
equipment.
 Develop plans for training, upgrading, employing, posting and
evaluating of staff according to the policy of the PFRMS and
PoNRE.
 Provide coaching and mentoring to less-experienced staff of
the sub-unit
 Propose the individuals people with the outstanding work
performance for rewarding and the violators of laws for
punishing according to the related laws.
 Design, develop and manage and the database system
concerning the management, conservation, preservation,
development and uses of the forest resources and
biodiversity.
 Regularly update and back up the data concerning the
management, conservation, preservation, development and
uses of the forest resources and biodiversity.
 Protect data system and database from unauthorized users
 Provide information and data including maps concerning the
HNN NPA management to the government organizations and
the society in accordance with the laws and legislation.
 Manage the uses of the data by the society
 Fulfil other relevant tasks as assigned by the PFRMS and the
FWR unit under DoNRE
 Coordinate with the concerned organizations at provincial and
district levels in gathering data and managing the database
 Contact and cooperate with local and international
organizations to mobilize technical and financial assistance
needed for t h e management o f d a t a b a s e r e l a t e d t o
the HNN NPA.
 Organise meetings and consultation workshop to evaluate the
w o r k performance in collaboration with related organizations
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and international organizations.
 Select and appoint staff for attending meeting, workshop,
seminars, study tours and training courses both in the country
and abroad.
 Use all equipment, vehicles and budget approved by the
higher organizations
 Submit the application for suspending the implementation and
cancelling
all
decisions,
orders,
instruction
and
announcements contrary to the laws and regulations on
database management.
 Submit the applications for staff appointing, displacing,
removing position, promoting, rewarding and being subject to
disciplinary measures
 Inquire necessary information and document related to the
HNN NPA management

Article 8: Function and of Rights of Area Management Sub-unit

Job Title
Main Tasks

Post
Function

Area Management Sub-unit
 Demarcate the boundary, zone and map the HNN NPA
 Lay out the boundary posts.
 Monitor and manage plant seed stands, plant and wildlife
genetic resources
 Produce seedlings, plant trees, rehabilitate, conserve and
preserve and enhance forest resources, biodiversity and the
habitats.
 Negotiate agreement and resolve the disputes and conflicts
Head
 Study, disseminate and implement the government’s
policies, laws, decrees, orders, decisions, regulations and
guidelines
regarding
the
zonation,
management,
conservation, rehabilitation of forest resources and
biodiversity in the Conservation forest areas, especially in the
HNN NPA, in a sustainable manner and the reducing
emission from deforestation and forest degradation.
 Develop working plans for the implementation of the existing
co-management plan of the HNN NPA particularly for the
zonation and area management.
 Implement working plans, regularly monitor and evaluate the
work performance.
 Review the existing co-management plan and particularly the
parts related to the area management and develop a new comanagement plan every five years with the concerned
organization and the participation of local people.
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Rights

 Regularly report to the PFRMS and the FWR unit under
DoNRE.
 Demarcate the boundary and map the HNN NPA in large
scale (1:5000-1:10000).
 Laying out the boundary posts.
 Conduct the surveys and zoning of the HNN NPA.
 Identify plant and wildlife species.
 Register, monitor and manage plant seed stands, plant and
wildlife genetic resources.
 Facilitate the data, technical and scientific and studies on
forest resource and biodiversity
 Monitor biodiversity.
 Produce seedlings, planting trees, rehabilitating, conserving
and preserving and enhancing forest resources, biodiversity
and the habitats.
 Manage and implement the projects of wildlife conservation
and preservation of habitats.
 Negotiate agreement and resolve the disputes and conflicts
related to the HNN NPA.
 Provide recommendations concerning the conversion of land
areas, the proposals for investment in touristic operations, the
activities or projects related to reducing the emission from
deforestation and forest degradation (REDD) and the payment
of ecological services (PES).
 Develop and supervise conservation contracts on climate
sensitive activities in accordance to the zonation plan
 Develop budget plans as well as plans for management and
use of budget, properties, office facilities, public vehicle and
equipment.
 Develop plans for training, upgrading, employing, posting and
evaluating of staff according to the policies of the PFRMS.
 Propose the individuals people with the outstanding work
performance for rewarding and the violators of laws for
punishing according to the related laws.
 Provide information concerning the HNN NPA management to
villagers, the concerned organizations and the society.
 Fulfil other relevant tasks as assigned by the PFRMS and the
FWR unit under DoNRE.
 Coordinate and coordinate with the concerned organizations at
provincial and district levels and the local authorities in
propagating and disseminating the policies, laws, regulations,
orders and technical guidelines on sustainable management of
forest resources and biodiversity, reducing emission from
deforestation and forest degradation.
 Contact and cooperate with local and international
organizations to mobilize technical and financial assistance
needed for sustainable management o f t h e H N N N P A .
 Organise meetings and consultation workshop to evaluate the
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performance of management of the HNN NPA in collaboration
with both local and international organizations concerned;
Select and appoint staff for attending meeting, workshop,
seminars, study tours and training courses both in the country
and abroad.
Use all equipment, vehicles and budget approved by the
higher organizations
Submit the application for suspending the implementation and
cancelling
all
decisions,
orders,
instruction
and
announcements contrary to the laws and regulations on
management of forest resources and biodiversity.
Submit the applications for staff appointing, displacing,
removing position, promoting, rewarding and being subject to
disciplinary measures
Inquire necessary information and document related to the
HNN NPA management

Article 9: Function and Rights of Research and Patrolling Sub-unit

Job Title
Main Tasks

Post
Function

Research and Patrolling Sub-unit
 Develop patrolling system
 Set up checkpoints and construct the field station.
 Inspect and patrol the critical areas
 Enforce the laws and legislatives
 Conduct the inventory of forest resource and biodiversity
Head
 Coordinate and coordinate with the concerned organizations at
provincial and district levels and the local authorities in
propagating and disseminating the policies, laws, regulations,
orders and technical guidelines on sustainable management of
forest resources and biodiversity, reducing emission from
deforestation and forest degradation.
 Contact and cooperate with local and international
organizations to mobilize technical and financial assistance
needed for research in t h e H N N N P A .
 Organise meetings and consultation workshop to evaluate the
research performance in the HNN NPA in collaboration with
both local and international organizations concerned;
 Select and appoint staff for attending meeting, workshop,
seminars, study tours and training courses both in the country
and abroad.
 Use all equipment, vehicles and budget approved by the
higher organizations
 Submit the application for suspending the implementation and
cancelling
all
decisions,
orders,
instruction
and
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announcements contrary to the laws and regulations on
management of forest resources and biodiversity.
 Submit the applications for staff appointing, displacing,
removing position, promoting, rewarding and being subject to
disciplinary measures
 Inquire necessary information and document related to the
HNN NPA management
Rights

 Coordinate and coordinate with the concerned organizations at
provincial and district levels and the local authorities in
propagating and disseminating the policies, laws, regulations,
orders and technical guidelines on sustainable management of
forest resources and biodiversity, reducing emission from
deforestation and forest degradation.
 Contact and cooperate with local and international
organizations to mobilize technical and financial assistance
needed for sustainable management o f t h e H N N N P A .
 Organise meetings and consultation workshop to evaluate the
performance of management of the HNN NPA in collaboration
with both local and international organizations concerned;
 Select and appoint staff for attending meeting, workshop,
seminars, study tours and training courses both in the country
and abroad.
 Use all equipment, vehicles and budget approved by the
higher organizations
 Submit the application for suspending the implementation and
cancelling
all
decisions,
orders,
instruction
and
announcements contrary to the laws and regulations on
management of forest resources and biodiversity.
 Submit the applications for staff appointing, displacing,
removing position, promoting, rewarding and being subject to
disciplinary measures
 Inquire necessary information and document related to the
HNN NPA management

Article 10: Function and Rights of Outreach Sub-unit

Job Title
Main Tasks

Outreach Sub-unit
 Propagate and disseminate the government’s policies,
laws, decrees, orders, decisions, regulations and guidelines
 Develop interpretive trails, signs, exhibition and information
for tourist centre inside or related to NPA
 Design and write awareness/education publications
 Distribute news information
 Organise special events for the public
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 Organise formal,
presentations
Post
Function

informal

awareness

and

educational

Head
 Study, disseminate and implement the government’s
policies, laws, decrees, orders, decisions, regulations and
guidelines regarding the management, conservation,
rehabilitation of forest resources and biodiversity in the
conservation forest areas in a sustainable manner and the
reducing emission from deforestation and forest degradation.
 Develop working plans for the implementation of the existing
co-management plan of the HNN NPA in particularly for
awareness raising in cooperation with the concerned
organizations both at the district and provincial levels
 Implement working plans, regularly monitor and evaluate the
work performance.
 Review the existing co-management plan in particularly the
parts related to the awareness raising and develop a new comanagement plan every five years with the cooperation with
the concerned organizations and the projects.
 Development of awareness and education action plans
 Plan awareness and education activities
 Plan, write and design awareness/education publications
 Plan and design interpretive trails
 Plan and design interpretive/information exhibits/signs
 Plan and design curriculum based schools programs
 Plan an interpretive/tourist centre
 Plan and manage media/PR/ marketing activities
 Collate, verify and distribute news information
 Organise special events for the public
 Organise formal, informal awareness and educational
presentations
 Organise structured adult/ and community awareness
programs.
 Lead guided interpretive activities
 Provide information for the media
 Evaluate impact of education and awareness plans and
programmes
 Educate and raise awareness for villagers and organizations
within the Boualapha district concerning the conservation and
preservation of forest resources and biodiversity as well as
the reducing emission from deforestation and forest
degradation.
 Periodically and regularly monitor, evaluate and summarize
the work performance
 Regularly report to the PFRMS and the FWR unit under
DoNRE.
 Facilitate the data, technical and scientific and studies on
awareness raising
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Rights

 Develop budget plans as well as plans for management and
use of budget, properties, office facilities, public vehicle and
equipment.
 Develop plans for training, upgrading, employing, posting and
evaluating of staff in accordance with the policy of t he
PFRMS and PoNRE.
 Propose the individuals people with the outstanding work
performance for awarding and the violators of laws for
punishing according to the related laws.
 Provide information to the villagers, the concerned
government organizations, the visitors and the whole society.
 Fulfil other relevant tasks as assigned by the PFRMS and the
FWR unit under DoNRE.
 Coordinate and coordinate with the concerned organizations at
provincial and district levels and the local authorities in
propagating and disseminating the policies, laws, regulations,
orders and technical guidelines on sustainable management of
forest resources, biodiversity, rural development; poverty
reduction, reducing emission from deforestation and forest
degradation and tourism development.
 Contact and cooperate with local and international
organizations to mobilize technical and financial assistance
needed for sustainable management o f t h e H N N N P A .
 Organise meetings and consultation workshop to evaluate the
w o r k performance in collaboration with both local and
international organizations concerned;
 Select and appoint staff for attending meeting, workshop,
seminars, study tours and training courses both in the country
and abroad.
 Use all equipment, vehicles and budget approved by the
higher organizations
 Submit the application for suspending the implementation and
cancelling all decisions, orders, instruction and
announcements contrary to the laws and regulations on
management of forest resources, biodiversity and tourism
development; suspending or cancelling all a ct i vi t i e s ,
p r o j e ct s a n d o p er a t io n s destroying or degrading the
HNN NPA.
 Submit the applications for staff appointing, displacing,
removing position, promoting, rewarding and being subject to
disciplinary measures.
 Inquire necessary information and document related to the
HNN NPA management

Article 11: Function and Rights of Ecotourism Sub-unit
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Job Title
Main Tasks

Post
Function

Ecotourism Sub-unit
 Conduct surveys on the natural touristic sites
 Design and develop system for ecotourism facilities in
consultation with the tourism offices both at the provincial and
district levels
 Develop tourism packages with stakeholders
 Manage, monitor and supervise tourism operations in
cooperation with the district tourism office.
 Collect tourism information and analyse trends
 Maintain tourism sites and facilities
 Fight fires.
 Market tourism products inside the NPA
 Liaise with the outreach sub-unit to promote eco-tourism
 Liaise with the area management unit with regard to tourism
zones
 Develop tourism strategy for the Hin Nam No NPA as an
annex to the 5-year co-management plan with specific
emphasis on potential tourism products inside the NPA.
Head
 Study, disseminate and implement the government’s
policies, laws, decrees, orders, decisions, regulations and
guidelines regarding the management, conservation,
rehabilitation of forest resources in the Conservation forest
areas, especially in the HNN NPA, in a sustainable manner,
and the ecotourism development.
 Develop working plans for the implementation of the existing
co-management plan of the HNN NPA in particularly for
ecotourism development and management in cooperation with
the tourism offices both at the district and provincial levels.
 Implement working plans, monitor and evaluate the
performance of the working plans.
 Review the existing co-management plan in particularly the
parts related to the ecotourism and develop a new ecotourism
plan for the HNN NPA every five years with the cooperation
with the tourism offices both at the district and provincial
levels and with the participation of villages administrative
authorities.
 Periodically monitor, evaluate and summarize the work
performance
 Regularly report to the PFRMS and the FWR unit under
DoNRE.
 Identify and register the natural touristic sites in the HNN
NPA.
 Create and administer web pages and sites
 Manage tourism operations in the HNN NPA in cooperation
with the district tourism office and partners.
 Develop tourism packages with partners.
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 Define contractual terms and conditions for tourism and
recreation franchises, concessions and partnerships
 Develop and supervise conservation agreements with regard
to ecotourism
 Establish safety standards and codes of conduct for protected
area users.
 Design ticketing, permit and fee systems for recreation
services and activities.
 Define recreation zones and locations based on the park
zonation plan and appropriateness and compatibility of
activities.
 Identify potential tourism and recreation ‘products’ for the
protected area.
 Analyse tourism information and trends and identify
implications of recreation at the protected area.
 Develop the recreation and tourism strategies and plans in
cooperation with district tourism office.
 Monitor and supervise sport hunting/fishing activities
 Monitor and supervise concessionaires, traders and
commercial operations
 Supervise safety and security of visitors and other users
 Specify measures for prevention/ reduction/ mitigation of
visitor impact
 Identify potential recreation impacts and design impact
monitoring systems
 Identify information needs about visitors and plan recreation
surveys
 Identify recreation opportunities and appropriate recreation
activities
 Guide visitors safely on specialized/hazardous activities
 Collect information about visitors and activities
 Operate ticketing and sales points
 Respond to emergencies and accidents to visitors
 Guide, assist and regulate visitors on site in cooperation with
villagers
 Plan and produce specifications for parking and traffic flow
facilities
 Plan and produce specifications for appropriate on-site
accommodation
 Contribute to specification and design of major infrastructure
projects
 Produce technical drawings and maps of touristic sites
 Develop and manage informant networks
 Plan, supervise and evaluate management of touristic sites
 Identify and assess fire risks and hazards and plan fire
prevention and control in touristic sites
 Inspect and specify maintenance and repair requirements and
schedules
 Supervise work by contractors and external maintenance
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workers
 Draw up plans and specifications for small works and basic
site infra- structure for staff and contractors
 Safely operate and maintain small boats, motor vehicles,
engines
 Maintain and repair utility supply (electrical and water)
 Maintain and operate waste disposal systems
 Construct and repair structures, paths and trails
 Inspect and report on condition of site infrastructure
 Maintain site tidiness and cleanliness
 Safely use and care for tools and equipment
 Fight fires in tourism locations
 Develop ecotourism guideline in cooperation with the tourism
offices both at the district and provincial levels
 Facilitate the data, technical and scientific and studies related
to ecotourism within the HNN NPA
 Design, develop and plan ecotourism facilities in consultation
with the tourism offices both at the provincial and district
levels.
 Develop budget plans as well as plans for management and
use of budget, properties, office facilities, public vehicle and
equipment.
 Develop plans for training, upgrading, employing, posting and
evaluating of staff according to the policy of t he PFRMS.
 Propose the individuals people with the outstanding work
performance for rewarding and the violators of laws for
punishing according to the related laws.
 Work together with the outreach sub-unit and livelihood
improvement sub-unit for marketing of tourism products and
related information
 Provide information concerning the tourism to the database
management sub-unit, local people and whole society.
 Fulfil other relevant tasks as assigned by the PFRMS and the
FWR unit under DoNRE.
 Coordinate and coordinate with the concerned organizations at
provincial and district levels and the local authorities in
propagating and disseminating the policies, laws, regulations,
orders and technical guidelines on ecotourism development
and management.
 Contact and cooperate with local and international
organizations to mobilize technical and financial assistance
needed for sustainable ecotourism development and o f t h e
HNN NPA.
 Organise meetings and consultation workshop to evaluate the
w o r k performance in collaboration with both local and
international organizations concerned;
 Select and appoint staff for attending meeting, workshop,
seminars, study tours and training courses both in the country
and abroad.
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 Use all equipment, vehicles and budget approved by the
higher organizations
 Submit the application for suspending the implementation and
cancelling all decisions, orders, instruction and
announcements contrary to the laws and regulations;
suspending or cancelling all a ct i vi t i e s , p r oj e ct s a n d
o p e r a t i o n s destroying or degrading the HNN NPA
 Submit the applications for staff appointing, displacing,
removing position, promoting, rewarding and being subject to
disciplinary measures
 Inquire necessary information and document related to the
HNN NPA management
Article 12: Function and Rights of Livelihood Improvement Sub-unit

Job Title

Livelihood Improvement Sub-unit

Main Tasks









Post
Function

Conduct and facilitate surveys on socio-economic and
livelihood
Promote development of local networks and organizations
Plan Income generating activities which can be done by unit
itself (NTFP; fish; handicraft production) and in cooperation
with others (livestock development, cropping development,
off-farm activities)
Plan introduction of wood consumption saving practice (heat
efficient stove)
Liaise with other line agencies or supporting projects to plan
development and improvement of infrastructure (small scale
irrigation system, clean water supply system, biogas system,
schools, health care station, road, etc.)
Plan and promote vocational training of youth

Head
 Study, disseminate and implement the government’s
policies, laws, decrees, orders, decisions, regulations and
guidelines regarding the management, conservation,
rehabilitation of forest resources and biodiversity in the
Conservation forest areas, especially in the HNN NPA, in a
sustainable manner, and the poverty reduction.
 Facilitate the development of working plans for the
implementation of the existing co-management plan of the
HNN NPA in particularly for the livelihood improvement by the
concerned organization and villagers inside and around the
HNN NPA
 Facilitate the implementation, monitoring and evaluation of
work performance by the concerned organization and villagers
inside and around the HNN NPA
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 Participate in reviewing the existing co-management plan in
particularly the parts related to the livelihood improvement and
in developing a new co-management plan every five years by
the concerned organizations, projects and villagers and
 Participate in periodically and regularly monitoring, evaluating
and summarizing the work performance by the concerned
organization and villagers.
 Regularly report to the PFRMS and the FWR unit under
DoNRE.
 Facilitate the data, technical and scientific and studies on
livelihood improvement
 Develop the socio economic and cultural survey
methodologies in cooperate with the concerned organizations
 Plan and conduct the socio economic and livelihood
information gathering in cooperation with the concerned
organizations and villagers.
 Participate in economic analysing Cooperate with the
concerned organizations
 Monitor and supervise community based socio economic,
cultural and resource uses within the HNN NPA.
 Facilitate the presentation of survey socio-economic data by
the concerned organization
 Promote and participate in developing local networks and
organizations.
 Involve in planning process in income generating activities
(livestock development, cropping development, off-farm
activities) in cooperation with the concerned organizations
and villagers. More precisely, the unit may provide
information, guidance and assistance on these income
generating activities to local villagers in close cooperation with
relevant organisation.
 Plan the introduction of wood consumption saving practice
(heat efficient stove) in cooperation with the concerned
organization
 Promote and participate in the development and improvement
of small scale irrigation infrastructure improvement (farm
pond, small earth reservoir, channel rehabilitation, drip
irrigation) in cooperation with the concerned organization
 Promote and participate in the development of clean water
supply system in cooperation with the concerned organization
 Promote the introduction of rotational grazing practice in
cooperation with the concerned organization
 Promote and participate in the development of biogas system
in cooperation with the concerned organization
 Promote and participate in the development of fish farm pond
in cooperation with the concerned organization
 Plan and promote handicraft production in cooperation with
the concerned organization
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 Plan and promote NTFP marketing in cooperation with the
concerned organization
 Promote planning the development of necessary
infrastructures (schools, health care station, road, water
supply system, etc.) in cooperation with the concerned
organization
 Promote and participate in vocational training of youth
 Promote and participate in the implementation of plans for
livelihood improvement activities for villagers living in and
around the HNN NPA.
 Develop and supervise conservation agreements linking
alternative livelihoods opportunities with conservation efforts
 Develop budget plans as well as plans for management and
use of budget, properties, office facilities, public vehicle and
equipment.
 Develop plans for training, upgrading, employing, posting and
evaluating of staff in accordance with the policy of t he
PFRMS and PoNRE
 Propose the individuals people with the outstanding work
performance for rewarding and the violators of laws for
punishing according to the related laws.
 Provide information concerning the livelihood and the
management to people in and around the HNN NPA as well
as the whole society.
 Fulfil other relevant tasks as assigned by the PFRMS and the
FWR unit under DoNRE.
 Coordinate and coordinate with the concerned organizations at
provincial and district levels and the local authorities in
propagating and disseminating the policies, laws, regulations,
orders and technical guidelines on rural development and
poverty reduction.
 Contact and cooperate with local and international
organizations to mobilize technical and financial assistance
needed for sustainable l i v e l i h o o d i m p r o v e m e n t .
 Organise meetings and consultation workshop to evaluate the
w o r k performance in collaboration with both local and
international organizations concerned;
 Select and appoint staff for attending meeting, workshop,
seminars, study tours and training courses both in the country
and abroad.
 Use all equipment, vehicles and budget approved by the
higher organizations

 Submit the application for suspending the
implementation and cancelling all decisions, orders,
instruction and announcements contrary to the laws and
regulations; suspending or cancelling all a ct ivit ie s,
p ro je ct s an d o pe rat io n s destroying or degrading
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the HNN NPA.
 Submit the applications for staff appointing, displacing,
removing position, promoting, rewarding and being
subject to disciplinary measures
 Inquire necessary information and document related to
the HNN NPA management
CHAPTER V
Working Regime and Styles
Article 13: Working Regime and Styles
The HNN NPA working unit performs its works and carries out its operations
according to the general principles as follows:
13.1. Apply the principle of democratic centralism, leading by team, allocating
responsibility to individuals, following one leader regime and enhancing
the staff innovation.
13.2. The head of the HNN NPA working unit directly and fully responsible to
the head of the PFRMS with regard to achievement and failure in
performing the HNN NPA management, while the deputy has to assist the
head and is specially in charge of specific works as divided and assigned
by the head.
13.3. The head signs on important document/paper. In case of non-availability
or long trip away from the office the h ea d must assign his deputy to
temporarily act as the head during his/her absence. When the he a d
come back to the office, his deputy must report all settled works and
pending works to him.
13.4. Perform works as set in the approved plan.
13.5. Coordinate and cooperate with concerned line offices and local
authorities both at the provincial and district levels.
13.6. Apply the regime which ensures inspection, monitor, evaluation and
conclusion of the work performance as well as making lesson learned.
13.7. Apply the regime which ensures internal meetings and report the work
performances to the PFRMS/office monthly, quarterly, semi-annually and
annually.
CHAPTER V
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Final provisions
Article 14: Implementation
14.1. The HNN NPA is assigned to develop this decision into concrete content
which is to be implemented adequately.
14.2. All units under the PFRMS/office must be informed and implement this
decision strictly.

Article 15: Effectiveness
This decision becomes effective from the date of signing.

3.6. Training Needs Assessment of HNN NPA Managers
and Staff based on ASEAN Criteria
3.6.1.

Training Needs of HNN NPA Managers

As mentioned in the section 3.1.1, the Provincial Office of Natural Resources and
Environment (PoNRE) is a leading organization in terms of management of natural
resources and environment while the Provincial Forest Resource Management Section
(PFRMS) is one section under the PoNRE, which is mainly responsible for the forest
management activities focusing on Conservation and Protection forests. In this regards,
the head of PoNRE and PFRMS (hereafter HNN NPA managers) were asked to select
their own future training needs of competence development based on the ASEAN
criteria by giving their preference based on rank of 1 (least preferred) to 17 (most
preferred).
Figure 43: Top 10 ASEAN Protected Area Competences preferred by HNN NPA managers
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The results of the analysis revealed that the competence category “Staff Development
and Training” accounted for the highest score (Figure 7) if averaging the opinion of two
PA managers. Furthermore, the HNN NPA managers need to have short-term training
on competence in “Field Craft”, followed by “Site management”. On the other hand, the
need that is least preferred is “Sustainable Development and Communities” (Not
illustrated in this graph).
Table 5 presents the results of the analysis on the most urgent training needs for the two
PA managers toward the ASEAN PA criteria related to managerial and higher Technical
skills (from Level 4 onwards). They were asked to give their urgent training needs
themselves based on rank of 1 (least preferred) to 10 (most preferred). Finally, scores
given by two PA managers for each skill are averaged and ranked for the purposes of
the analysis. The results ranked indicated that the most urgent and important five
competences, which have the same score included: 1). Lead training and development
needs analysis; 2). Negotiate formal contracts; 3). Develop business plans, fund raising
and revenue generating schemes; 4). Lead development and implementation of national
and international level programmes and plans; and 5). Identify and mobilise external
sources of assistance, support and finance for local communities. The following most
urgent and important for HNNNPA Managers training, which score 9 are as follows: 1).
Plan and manage media/PR/ marketing activities and 2). Maintain good relations with
others and work as a team and the like (See more Table 5).
Table 5: Ranking of Urgent Training Needs for the Protected Area Managers toward the
ASEAN Protected Area Criteria (Top 16
Managerial/Higher Technical Skills Level)
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No

Description

Score

1

Lead training and development needs analysis

10

2

Negotiate formal contracts

10

3
4
5

Develop business plans, fund raising and revenue generating
schemes
Lead development and implementation of national and international
level programmes and plans
Identify and mobilise external sources of assistance, support and
finance for local communities

10
10
10

6

Plan and manage media/PR/ marketing activities

9

7

Maintain good relations with others and work as a team

9

8

Identify and report dishonest practices

9

9

Manage and reduce personal stress

9

10

Develop and monitor financial plans

9

11

Represent the country at formal negotiations and conferences

9

12
13
14

Identify legal requirements and instruments for improving or extending
protection and contribute to the development of protected area
regulations
Liaise with other agencies to investigate wildlife trade links and other
illegal activities and markets affecting the protected area
Work in compliance with instructions, briefings, regulations and
procedures

8
8
8

15

Maintain good standards of personal appearance

8

16

Analyse management accounts and plan budget and resource control

8
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3.6.2 Training needs for the Six HNN NPA Sub-Units
Training Needs for the Six HNN PA Sub-Unit are assessed. In this assessment, 14 staffs
out of the total 15 HNN NPA staff, and two international experts were included in the
analysis as shown in Table 6.
Table 6: Respondents for Training Needs Assessment Survey for Six HNN NPA
Sub-units
Type of respondents
Protected areas staff

No of respondents
14



Database management sub-unit



2



Area management sub-unit



2



Research and Patrolling sub-unit



2



Outreach sub-unit



2



Ecotourism sub-unit



3



Livelihood Improvement



3

International Experts

2

Total

16

The following Tables 7-18 presents the results of the analysis on the most urgent
training needs for the six HNN NPA sub-units toward the ASEAN PA criteria related to
non-technical and mid-level technical skills (from Levels 01 to 03). They were asked to
give their urgent training needs based on rank of 1 (least preferred) to 10 (most
preferred). Scores given by each staff from each unit for each skill are averaged and
ranked for the purposes of the analysis. F u r t h e r m o r e , two international experts were
requested to answer the same questions by ranking appropriate skills which are
necessary and related to their mandate and ToR. Finally, scores given by both PA staffs
and experts for each skill are compared and ranked for the purposes of the analysis. In
many cases there are differences in the assessment by the PA staff compared to the
international experts. Until now the PA staff has been working a lot hands-on and see
their training needs quite practical. The international experts see the PA staff much more
as managers with an overview role rather than an implementing role. As the current PA
staff of Hin Nam No NPA is below 20 persons the PA staff will need to do a lot of
coordination and overview work and the real ground work will need to be done by the
cooperation with villagers under the co-management concept and conservation
agreements.
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i) Database Management Sub-Unit
According to the data interviewed for the staffs of HNN NPA database sub-unit, it
reveals that the most urgent and important skills that needed to be trained in the future
for this sub-unit are “operating GIZ systems”; “Operate and maintain computer for
advanced functions”; and “Maintain computers”. These skills are the three highest
scores. On the other hand, the results on the analysis on opinion of international
experts showed a mark contrast compared to results on PA staff’s preference. Experts
indicated that the skill item “keeping accurate and orderly records”; “operate GIS
systems and Manage library, archives and other information resources” are the most
needed training for this sub-unit (See more on Table 7).
Table 7: Comparisons of Top Ten ASEAN Protected Area Skills for Database Sub-unit
between Protected Area staff's Preference and International Expert's Opinion

No.

HNN NPA Database management staff's
Preference
Skills for PA Management Jobs

Score

International Expert's Opinion
Skills for PA Management
Jobs

Score

1

Operate GIS systems

10.0

Keep accurate and orderly
records

9.0

2

Operate and maintain computer for
advanced functions

9.3

Operate GIS systems

9.0

3

Maintain computers

8.8

Manage library, archives and
other information resources

9.0

4

Create and administer web pages
and sites

8.7

Work in compliance with
instructions, briefings, regulations
and procedures

8.5

5

Record and report survey and
monitoring data.

8.3

Manage stores of equipment and
supplies

8.5

8.0

6

Analyse and present survey data.

8.2

Demonstrate a positive and
confident personal attitude to
work

7

Analyse, interpret and present
survey and monitoring data

8.2

Prepare written accounts of work
activities

8.0

8

Conduct supervised community
based socio economic, cultural and
resource use and surveys in the
field using basic techniques

8.0

Write technical reports/papers

8.0

9

Plan and supervise and facilitate
socio economic and livelihood
information gathering activities

8.0

Operate and maintain computer
for advanced functions

8.0

10

Give formal technical lectures and
presentations

7.7

Communicate with colleagues
simply and effectively

7.5
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Table 7 shows that there are some small differences between the preferences of HNN
NPA staff of the Database management sub-unit and the international expert’s opinion.
However when consider all staff’s preferences and international expert’s opinion
together one can identify the most needed and recommended training topics or fields
for the staff at this sub-unit (Table 8).
Table 8: Training Topics for the Staff of Database management Sub-Unit
No

Training Topics

Score

1

Operate GIS systems

10

2

9.3

4

Operate and maintain computer for advanced functions
Manage library, archives and other information
resources
Operate GIS systems

5

Maintain computers

8.8

6

8.7

8

Create and administer web pages and sites
Work in compliance with instructions, briefings,
regulations and procedures
Manage stores of equipment and supplies

9

Record and report survey and monitoring data.

8.3

10

Analyse and present survey data.
Analyse, interpret and present survey and monitoring
data

8.2

3

7

11

9
9

8.5
8.5

8.2

ii) Area Management Sub-Unit
The analysis on the training needs for the staffs of Area Management sub-unit showed
that the skill “locate, mark and inspect boundaries in the field”; “Plan, supervise and
evaluate management of physical landscape” are the first priority for future training for
this sub-unit. The second most important skills ranked by the staff are “producing
technical drawings and maps”, while the third are “fight fire” and “operating and
maintaining computer for advanced functions”. By contrast, the results generated by
international experts are different. According to the international experts the five most
important skills needed for the staff of this sub-unit are “collating and presenting
evidence of expenditure”; “keeping accurate and orderly records”; “Planning and
facilitating training events”, “preparing written accounts of work activities and
“Negotiating local agreement to support management of the PA (Table 9).
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Table 9: Comparisons of Top Ten ASEAN Protected Area skills for Area Management SubUnit between Protected Area staff's Preference and International Expert's Opinion

Protected Area staff's Preference
No.

Skills for PA Management
Jobs

Score

International Expert's Opinion
Skills for PA Management Jobs

Score

1

Locate, mark and inspect
boundaries in the field

10.0

Collate and present evidence of
expenditure

9.0

2

Plan, supervise and evaluate
management of physical
landscape

10.0

Keep accurate and orderly records

9.0

3

Produce technical drawings
and maps

9.5

Plan and facilitate training events

9.0

4

Fight fires

9.0

Prepare written accounts of work
activities

9.0

5

Operate and maintain
computer for advanced
functions

9.0

Negotiate local agreements to
support management of the
protected area

9.0

6

Analyse and present survey
data

8.8

Work in compliance with
instructions, briefings, regulations
and procedures

8.5

7

Prepare and deliver formal
lectures

8.8

Prepare and deliver formal lectures

8.5

8

Maintain motor vehicles and
engines

8.5

Communicate in other languages
and/or dialects

8.5

9

Instruct in and assess work
skills

8.3

Write technical reports/papers

8.5

10

Accurately record and report
wildlife observations

8.0

Plan and organise logistics for field
trips, surveys and patrols

8.5

Table 10 shows the ten most needed and recommended training topics or fields for the
staff of the area management sub-unit.
Table 10: Training Topics for the Staff of Area Management Sub-Unit
No
1
2
3

Training Topics
Locate, mark and inspect boundaries in the field
Plan, supervise and evaluate management of
physical landscape
Produce technical drawings and maps

Score
10
10
9.5
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No

Training Topics

Score

4
5
6

Collate and present evidence of expenditure
Fight fires
Keep accurate and orderly records
Negotiate local agreements to support management
of the protected area
Operate and maintain computer for advanced
functions
Plan and facilitate training events
Prepare written accounts of work activities

9
9
9

7
8
9
10

9
9
9
9

iii) Research and Patrolling Sub-Unit
The results from the analysis on the staffs of research and patrolling sub-unit showed
that the skills “Creating and administrating web pages and sites”; “Operating and
maintaining computer for advanced functions”; “Operating GIS systems” are the three
most important and urgent training needs for this sub-unit. The other second most
important skill that were selected by PA staff is “maintaining computers”. In contrast, the
results from international experts are also different. International experts indicated that
the most important skills are “working in compliance with instructions, briefings,
regulations and procedures”; “collating and presenting evidence of expenditure”;
“planning and organising logistics for field trips, surveys and patrols” and “recognising
common and typical vegetation and habitat types, plants and animal species”(Table 11).
Table 11: Comparisons of Top 14 ASEAN Protected Area skills for Research and Patrolling
Sub-Unit between Protected Area Staff's Preference and International Expert's Opinion

Protected Area staff's Preference
No.

Skills for PA Management
Jobs

Score

International Expert's Opinion
Skills for PA Management Jobs

Score

1

Create and administer web
pages and sites

10.0

Work in compliance with instructions,
briefings, regulations and procedures

9.5

2

Operate and maintain computer
for advanced functions

10.0

Collate and present evidence of
expenditure

9.5

3

Operate GIS systems

10.0

Plan and organise logistics for field
trips, surveys and patrols

9.5

4

Maintain computers

9.7

Recognise common and typical
vegetation and habitat types, plants
and animal species

9.5
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5

Operate and maintain computer
for basic functions

9.3

Keep accurate and orderly records

9.0

6

Maintain confidentiality of
sensitive information

8.7

Prepare written accounts of work
activities

9.0

7

Accurately record and report
wildlife observations

8.7

8

Assist in census, monitoring
and other field survey work

8.7

Recognise tracks and signs of key
animals

9.0

9

Analyse, interpret and present
survey and monitoring data

8.7

Manage stores of equipment and
supplies

8.5

10

Issue informal warnings and
guidance for future conduct to
minor offenders

8.3

Use GPS for geo-referencing
locations and for navigation and
orientation

8.5

11

Report on patrol activities and
observations

8.3

Accurately record and report wildlife
observations

8.5

12

Coordinate activities with law
enforcement and regulating
agencies

8.3

Liaise with local communities to resist
and prevent illegal activities

8.5

13

Use and maintain radio handset
for field communication

8.3

Demonstrate a positive and confident
personal attitude to work

8.0

14

Identify, prevent and/or provide
primary treatment in the field for
illness, diseases and bites

8.3

Prepare budgets and plan and
monitor resource use

8.0

Write technical reports/papers

9.0

The table 12 shows the 13 most important training topics or fields needed and
recommended for the research and patrolling sub-unit.
Table 12: Training Topics for the Staff of Research and Patrolling Sub-Unit

No
1
2
3
4
5

Training Topics
Create and administer web pages and sites
Operate and maintain computer for advanced
functions
Operate GIS systems
Maintain computers
Collate and present evidence of expenditure

Score
10
10
10
9.7
9.5
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No
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Training Topics

Score

Plan and organise logistics for field trips, surveys
and patrols
Recognise common and typical vegetation and
habitat types, plants and animal species
Work in compliance with instructions, briefings,
regulations and procedures
Operate and maintain computer for basic
functions
Keep accurate and orderly records
Prepare written accounts of work activities
Recognise tracks and signs of key animals
Write technical reports/papers

9.5
9.5
9.5
9.3
9
9
9
9

iv) Outreach Sub-Unit
The results of the analysis for the staff of outreach sub-unit revealed that the two top
important skills which are necessary for this sub-unit are as follows: “Delivering formal
and informal interpretive/ awareness/ educational presentations”; and “Planning
awareness and education activities” Following these, the skills “Delivering structured
adult/ community awareness programmes” are the second highest score. In contrast, the
results of the analysis obtained from international experts indicated different view. It
showed that the top four training skills that have highest scores are “working in
compliance with instructions, briefings, regulations and procedures”; “Collating and
present evidence of expenditure”; and “Planning and facilitating training events and
Communicating in other languages and/or dialects” (Table 13).
Table 13: Comparisons of Top 10 ASEAN Protected Area skills for Outreach Subunit between Protected Area staff's Preference and International Expert's Opinion

Protected Area staff's Preference
No.

Skills for PA Management
Jobs

Score

International Expert's Opinion
Skills for PA Management
Jobs

Score

1

Deliver formal and informal
interpretive/ awareness/
educational presentations

9.7

Work in compliance with
instructions, briefings,
regulations and procedures

9.0

2

Plan awareness and education
activities

9.7

Collate and present evidence of
expenditure

9.0

3

Deliver structured adult/
community awareness
programmes

9.0

Plan and facilitate training
events

9.0
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Protected Area staff's Preference
No.

Skills for PA Management
Jobs

Score

International Expert's Opinion
Skills for PA Management
Jobs

Score

4

Deliver formal and informal
interpretive/ awareness/
educational presentations

9.0

Communicate in other
languages and/or dialects

9.0

5

Write technical reports/papers

8.7

Liaise with community groups

9.0

6

Enable community inputs to
planning, decision-making and
management

8.7

Deliver structured adult/
community awareness
programmes.

9.0

7

Negotiate community
conservation and management
agreements

8.7

Keep accurate and orderly
records

8.5

8

Provide advice/guidance on
community funding.

8.7

Prepare and deliver formal
lectures

8.5

9

Plan, coordinate and facilitate
community capacity
development activities

8.3

Prepare written accounts of
work activities

8.5

10

Provide advice on sustain- able
community based natural
resource use and management.

8.3

Demonstrate a positive and
confident personal attitude to
work

8.0

The 12 most imprortant tranning topics neded and recommended for the staff of
outreach sub-unit are showed in Table below.
Table 14: Training Topics for the Staff of Outreach Sub-Unit

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Training Topics
Deliver formal and informal interpretive/ awareness/
educational presentations
Plan awareness and education activities
Deliver structured adult/ community awareness
programmes
Work in compliance with instructions, briefings,
regulations and procedures
Collate and present evidence of expenditure
Plan and facilitate training events
Communicate in other languages and/or dialects
Liaise with community groups
Write technical reports/papers
Enable community inputs to planning, decision-

Score
9.7
9.7
9
9
9
9
9
9
8.7
8.7
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No

Training Topics

Score

making and management
11
12

Negotiate community conservation and management
agreements
Provide advice/guidance on community funding.

8.7
8.7

v) Ecotourism Sub-Unit
The skill “Creating and administrating web pages and sites” is the most urgent and
important skill for the Ecotourism sub-unit. The second important skill is “analysing and
presenting survey data” and the third is “identifying potential recreation impacts and
designing impact monitoring systems”. By contrast, the results of the analysis from
international experts gave different ideas. It indicated that the most important skills for
this sub-unit are “collating and presenting evidence of expenditure”; “keeping accurate
and orderly records”; “guiding, assisting and regulating visitors on site”; and “planning
and facilitating training events” (Table 15).
Table 15: Comparisons of Top 10 ASEAN Protected Area Skills for Ecotourism Sub-unit
between Protected Area staff's Preference and International Expert's Opinion

Protected Area staff's Preference
No.

International Expert's Opinion

Skills for PA Management Jobs

Score

Skills for PA Management Jobs

Score

1

Create and administer web pages
and sites

9.5

Collate and present evidence of
expenditure

9.0

2

Analyse and present survey data.

9.0

Keep accurate and orderly records

9.0

3

Identify potential recreation
impacts and design impact
monitoring systems

8.8

Guide, assist and regulate visitors
on site

9.0

4

Respond to emergencies and
accidents to visitors

8.3

Plan and facilitate training events

9.0

5

Conduct stakeholder analysis

8.3

Prepare written accounts of work
activities

8.5

6

Liaise with community groups

8.0

Communicate in other languages
and/or dialects

8.5

7

Apply high environmental
standards to use of resources

8.0

Write technical reports/papers

8.5

8

Guide, assist and regulate visitors
on site

8.0

Work in compliance with
instructions, briefings, regulations
and procedures

8.5
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Protected Area staff's Preference
No.

Skills for PA Management Jobs

International Expert's Opinion

Score

Skills for PA Management Jobs

Score

9

Identify recreation opportunities
and appropriate recreation
activities

8.0

Collect information about visitors
and activities

8.5

10

Operate GIS systems

8.0

Locate, mark and inspect
boundaries in the field

8.5

The 13 most important training topics needed and recommended for the staff of the
ecotourism sub-unit are summarized in Table below.
Table 16: Training Topics for the Staff of Ecotourism Sub-Unit

No

Training Topics

Score

1
2
3
4
5
6

Create and administer web pages and sites
Analyse and present survey data.
Collate and present evidence of expenditure
Keep accurate and orderly records
Guide, assist and regulate visitors on site
Plan and facilitate training events

9.5
9
9
9
9
9

7

Identify potential recreation impacts and design impact monitoring systems

8
9
10

Prepare written accounts of work activities
Communicate in other languages and/or dialects
Write technical reports/papers

8.8
8.5
8.5
8.5

11

Work in compliance with instructions, briefings, regulations and procedures
Collect information about visitors and activities
Locate, mark and inspect boundaries in the field

8.5
8.5
8.5

12
13

vi) Livelihoods Improvement Sub-Unit
Enabling community inputs to planning, decision-making and management is the most
urgent and important skills to be trained in the future for this sub-unit. It is followed by
“planning, coordinating and facilitating community development activities”; and
“maintaining confidentiality of sensitive information”. For the international expert’s side,
the results showed that “collating and presenting evidence of expenditure”; and
“planning and facilitating training events and communicate in other languages and/or
dialects” are the most urgent and important skills for this sub-unit to be trained in the
near future (Table 17).
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Table 17: Comparisons of Top 10 ASEAN Protected Area Skills for Livelihood Subunit between Protected Area Staff's Preference and International Expert's Opinion
Protected Area staff's Preference
No.

Skills for PA Management
Jobs

International Expert's Opinion

Score

Skills for PA Management
Jobs

Score

1

Enable community inputs to
planning, decision-making and
management

10.0

Collate and present evidence
of expenditure

9.0

2

Plan, coordinate and facilitate
community development
activities

8.0

Plan and facilitate training
events

9.0

3

Maintain confidentiality of
sensitive information

8.0

Communicate in other
languages and/or dialects

9.0

4

Negotiate community
conservation and management
agreements.

7.0

Work in compliance with
instructions, briefings,
regulations and procedures

8.5

5

Provide information, guidance
and assistance for communitybased conservation and
sustainable use

7.0

Keep accurate and orderly
records

8.5

6

Provide CPR and First Aid using
accepted techniques

7.0

Prepare written accounts of
work activities

8.5

7

Organise and chair formal
meetings

7.0

Write technical
reports/papers

8.5

8

Give formal technical lectures
and presentations

7.0

Demonstrate a positive and
confident personal attitude to
work

8.0

9

Write technical reports/papers

7.0

Prepare, deliver and assess
vocational training

8.0

10

Plan and supervise and facilitate
socio economic and livelihood
information gathering activities

6.0

Prepare and deliver formal
lectures

8.0

The 13 most important training topics needed and recommended for the staff of the
livelihood improvement sub-unit.
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Table 18: Training Topics for the Staff of Livelihood Improvement Sub-Unit

No

Training Topics

1

Enable community inputs to planning, decision making
and management
Collate and present evidence of expenditure
Plan and facilitate training events
Communicate in other languages and/or dialects
Work in compliance with instructions, briefings,
regulations and procedures
Keep accurate and orderly records
Prepare written accounts of work activities
Write technical reports/papers
Plan, coordinate and facilitate community development
activities
Maintain confidentiality of sensitive information
Demonstrate a positive and confident personal attitude
to work
Prepare, deliver and assess vocational training
Prepare and deliver formal lectures

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Score
10
9
9
9
8.5
8.5
8.5
8.5
8
8
8
8
8

vii) Summary of Training Needs for the Six HNN NPA Sub-Units
It is obviously that some training topics are important and needed by up to five sub-units.
The total number of training topics needed for six HNN NPA sub-units accounts for 41
topics. Table 19 summarizes the training needs for Six HNN NPA Sub-Units.
Table 19: Summary of Training Needs for the Six HNN NPA Sub-Units
No

Topics
Create and administer web
pages and sites
Enable community inputs to
planning, decision making
and management
Locate, mark and inspect
boundaries in the field
Operate and maintain
computer for advanced
functions

Sub-Unit

5
6

1
2
3
4

Research

Sub-Unit
Ecotouris
m

Sub-Unit

Sub-Unit

SubUnit

Database

Livelihood

Outreach

Area Mgt.

Ecotouris
m

Research

Database

Area Mgt.

Operate GIS systems

Database

Research

Database

Plan, supervise and
evaluate management of

Area Mgt.
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No

Topics
physical landscape

Sub-Unit

7

Deliver formal and informal
interpretive/ awareness/
educational presentations

Outreach

8

Maintain computers

Research

9
10
11
12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27

Plan awareness and
education activities
Collate and present
evidence of expenditure
Plan and organise logistics
for field trips, surveys and
patrols
Produce technical drawings
and maps
Recognise common and
typical vegetation and
habitat types, plants and
animal species
Work in compliance with
instructions, briefings,
regulations and procedures
Operate and maintain
computer for basic functions
Analyse and present survey
data.
Communicate in other
languages and/or dialects
Deliver structured adult/
community awareness
programmes
Fight fires
Guide, assist and regulate
visitors on site
Keep accurate and orderly
records
Liaise with community
groups
Manage library, archives
and other information
resources
Negotiate local agreements
to support management of
the protected area
Plan and facilitate training
events
Prepare written accounts of
work activities
Recognise tracks and signs
of key animals

Sub-Unit

Sub-Unit

Sub-Unit

Outreach

Ecotourism

SubUnit

Database

Outreach
Research

Area Mgt.

Liveliho
od

Research
Area Mgt.

Research

Research
Research
Ecotourism

Database

Outreach

Livelihood

Ecotourism

Research

Ecotourism

Livelihood

Area Mgt.

Outreach

Ecotourism

Livelihood

Area Mgt.

Research

Ecotourism

Livelihood

Outreach
Area Mgt.
Ecotourism
Area Mgt.
Outreach
Database

Area Mgt.

Research
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No
28
29
30

31
32
33
34
35
36

37
38
39
40
41

Topics
Work in compliance with
instructions, briefings,
regulations and procedures
Write technical
reports/papers
Identify potential recreation
impacts and design impact
monitoring systems
Negotiate community
conservation and
management agreements
Provide advice/guidance on
community funding.
Collect information about
visitors and activities
Manage stores of equipment
and supplies
Record and report survey
and monitoring data.
Analyse, interpret and
present survey and
monitoring data
Demonstrate a positive and
confident personal attitude
to work
Maintain confidentiality of
sensitive information
Plan, coordinate and
facilitate community
development activities
Prepare and deliver formal
lectures
Prepare, deliver and assess
vocational training

Sub-Unit

Sub-Unit

Sub-Unit

Sub-Unit

Outreach

Database

Livelihood

Ecotourism

Research

Outreach

Ecotourism

Livelihood

SubUnit

Ecotourism

Outreach
Outreach
Ecotourism
Database
Database
Database

Livelihood
Livelihood
Livelihood
Livelihood
Livelihood
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4) Conclusion and Recommendations
a) Conclusion
The capacity of the HNN NPA management unit under the Khammouane PFRMS is
very weak for the effective management of HNN NPA. The staff under this unit is very
young with limiting working experience. Additionally, some of them are at the FWRU
under the Boualapha DoNRE and some at the Khammouane PFRMS. This causes the
difficulties for organizing teamwork in the field. The HNN NPA management unit lack
necessary office and field equipment as well as vehicles. This makes the field works
very difficult.
The HNN NPA management unit, which has recently been established, and consists of
six sub-units, but still has no clear terms of references. This also causes the difficulties
for staff at this unit to work and also for the manager of the unit to manage all duties.
The management of the national protected areas includes many tasks and activities. The
HNN NPA management unit cooperates closely with many related organizations and
stakeholders both at district and provincial levels. At district level, the stakeholders
cooperating with this HNN NPA management unit include women union, DAFO, industry
and commerce office; interior (polices) office, military office, and information, culture and
tourism office. Each sector has its development strategy. It is still not clear what strategy
should be the first one or the key strategy on which the other sectors should base when
developing their strategies. Currently, sometimes the implementation of some joined
tasks is delayed or postponed because some stakeholders could not join due to the
person in charge is busy with his/her work assigned his/her office. These hinder the
HNN NPA management.
Competence, skill and training needs for PA management based on ASEAN among the
staff at HNN NPA management unit under PFRMS, staff at FWRMU under DoNRE and
project experts are different. The preferences of staff on the training needs for six subunits under the HNN NPA management unit are also different. This is strongly
associated with their working experiences and the main tasks of each sub-unit.
However, some training topics are needed by several sub-units.

a) Recommendation
Staff working for HNN NPA are under the FWRU under the Boualapha DoNRE and
some at the Khammouane PFRMS. For a successful management of HNN NPA, it is
strongly recommended to establish a HNN NPA management office where all staff
should work together. It is recommended to ensure clear leadership of the six sub-units
through a separate management unit which has a PFRMS representative and a FWRU
representative so that communication and coordination is clear. This office should be
adequately provided with necessary office equipment, equipment needed by each subunit and off-road vehicles.
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ToRs are the crucial basis for organizations and offices. It is recommended to get the
draft ToRs of the HNN NPA management unit with its six sub-units approved by the
Khammouane PoNRE through processes acknowledged by the Lao system.
Each organization or office at district level has its own development strategy or plan.
Some strategies are related to HNN NPA. It is recommend immediately to develop a
management plan of HNN NPA which consists all tasks of all related organizations or
offices but related to HNN NPA management and development. Besides that it is
recommended to consider the arrangement of at least one staff of related organization
to work in HNN NPA management unit together with HNN NPA staff.
The staff at the HNN NPA management unit has limited working experience and needs
training courses. It is recommended to organise short-term training for them or send
them to be trained by relevant education institutions. According to the limited skill in
communicating foreign language, in sufficient knowledge of the staff within the HNN
management unit, the short-term training should be conducted in Lao or Thai languages
and in certain cases in Vietnamese. Otherwise, an interpreter is needed during the
training. The institutions that can provide short-term trainings are the Faculty of
Forestry, Faculty of Natural Science and Faulty of Education (National University of
Laos) and Faculty of Forestry (Kasetsarth University, Thailand). Additionally, there are
some NGOs, enterprises and freelances that can provide trainings on specific topics.
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